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I. PURPOSE
This is the final report on the 14-rnonth program to develop
Single Crystal Gallium Phosphide Solar Cells° The objective of this
program was the developm.ent of an efficient solar cell operable at
temperatures up to 500 ° C. The approach_has been to grow single
crystz! ga!!i,,_nn phosphide by epi_xia! deposition from the vapor
phase on gallium arsenide substrate followed by removal of the gallium
arsenide. Diffused junction cells were then fabricated and the photo-
voltaic properties of the cells were measured up to _high temperatures.
The design and performance-of the cells were related !to_the electrical
and optical properties of the gallium phosphide°
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II. ABSTRACT
Single crystal gallium phosphide has been prepared by synthesis
(or transport) and epitaxial deposition on single crystal gallium arsenide
using hydrogen chloride in an open tube vapor transport process with
gallium and phosphorus (or gallium phosphide) sources. The growth
rate and yield of gallium phosphide using this method, and available
starting materials, have had limitations imposed by the requirements
for obtaining good structure and purity, these ultimately being determined
by measurement of solar cell characteristics.
Growth surfaces very nearly free of gross defects, such as
bumps and stacking faults, and good epitaxial interfaces can, under
favorable conditions, be obtained by pretreating the gallium arsenide
substrate wafers with hydrogen and phosphorus vapor at high temperature.
A pronounced effect of impurities in the gas stream on the growth habit
of bumps has been observed.
The gallium phosphide produced has been highly compensated,
electrical properties and analysis indicating impurity levels in the range
of 5 x 1018 atoms/cm 3, whereas net carrier levels (n-type) in the low
1016 cm -3 range are typical for "undoped" <I00 > oriented material.
Typical mobilities of I00 cm z/volt cm are measured. The major
impurity is silicon, originating in the phosphorus source or from re-
action of the gases with silica at high temperature. Rather high
concentrations of other metal impurities originate from the same sources
as well as in the hydrogen chloride transfer gas - other unidentified
contaminants, probably including sulfur, are also present.
Growth direction is found to have a very strong effect on the
net carrier concentration of epitaxial gallium phosphide which is not
accounted for by analytical data. The order of net carrier density (n-type)
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for the different orientations grown under identical conditions is
(III)B >(Ii0) >(I00) >(lll)A.
Doping with tellurium, tin and zinc has been demonstrated.
The open transport and epitaxial deposition of gallium phosphide
by water vapor has been investigated briefly, results comparable to those
of Frosch (3) being obtained.
The vapor transport and epitaxial deposition of gallium phosphide
by water vapor using a close-space technique similar to that of Nicoll (8)
has been initiated.
Solar cells have been fabricated from the epitaxially deposited
single crystal gallium phosphide using zinc as the diffusant. Two types
of cells have been found: (1) those having their major spectral response
at about 0.75 _ and referred to as extrinsic and (2) those which have their
main response at 0.45 _ and referred to as intrinsic cells.
For the extrinsic cells, at 23 ° C in sunlight, an open circuit
voltage (Voc) of about 0.7 volts with a short circuit current density, J ,SC
of about 5 ma/cm 2 has been found. Conversion efficiencies between
1. 5 and 2_ have been noted. Correspondingly, for the 0.45 _ cells a
V at 23 ° C of 1. 35 volts and a J of 1.4 ma/cm z have been obtained
OC SC
with a conversion efficiency, measured in sunlight, up to 1_. Cell areas
have ranged from 0.2 cm 2 to 0. 5 cm z.
With increasing temperature, the V of both types of cells
oc
decreases with a temperature coefficient, B, of about 3 mv/deg. The
intrinsic cell has a V at 350 ° C of 0.4 volts whereas the extrinsic
oc
cell V goes to zero at this temperature.
oc
The J of the 0.45 _ cell increases with temperature and the
sc -AE/kT
temperature variation can be expressed as J _ e with A E _. 05 eV.
sc
The extrinsic cell, on the other hand, shows no change in J to 200 °
SC
after which it decreases rapidly. For high temperature operation it is quite
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apparent that the intrinsic cell is superior.
The p-n junctions of these cells appear to be graded as evidenced
by the capacity-voltage (C-V) relation which suggests a I/C 3 variation
with voltage. From measurements of the minority carrier diffusion length
the minority carrier lifetime in these cells is found to vary between I0 -I°
and 10 -Iz seconds. The I-V characteristics indicate that n > Z in the
ev/nkT
relationship I = I e
o
Limitation on the solar cell thus far appears to be the series
resistance of the junction which should be improved as purer material
becomes available.
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III. MATERIAL PREPARATION
A. INTRODUC TION
The objective of the work on material preparation has been to
prepare high quality single crystal material suitable for critical evalu-
ation of the potential of gallium phosphide in high temperature solar
cells. Material objectives for this purpose have been to prepare
single crystals up to 10 x 20 x . 25 mm in size, free of gross defects
such as stacking faults and polycrystalline grain boundaries, and
having the following electrical parameters: net carrier level, 1016 -
1017 cm -3 and mobility, 300 cm z volt -1 sec -I minimum.
Single crystal growth of gallium phosphide by epitaxial deposition
from the vapor phase on a suitable substrate is the only currently
practicable method for obtaining the uniform large area required. An
open tube transport process tl)'" using a dilute mixture of hydrogen chloride
in hydrogen as the carrier gas, with deposition on gallium arsenide sub-
strates, was chosen as the principle preparative method because of the
flexibility and convenience; however, other methods, as discussed below,
have also been investigated briefly.
Principal efforts have been directed toward increasing growth
rates of gallium phosphide to obtain thick self supporting layers, toward
improving structure of the deposits, and toward improving the purity.
Some early experiments to control net carrier level by doping were
discontinued to concentrate on maximizing purity. The latter is considered
to be the major factor limiting the open circuit voltage and consequently
limiting the high temperature efficiency of solar cells.
B. EXPERIMEN TAL
1. Epitaxial Deposition
The open tube transport process used for growth of single crystal
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gallium phosphide by vapor phase deposition is a modification of that
described previously(. I)" The apparatus, shown schematically in
Figure I, consists of a Z0 mm I. D. quartz reaction tube containing,
respectively, elemental phosphorus, gallium and gallium arsenide
substrate in the three separately controlled temperature zones of a
three zone furnace, and provision for introducing a dilute mixture
of hydrogen chloride in hydrogen. In some experiments gallium
phosphide has been used as the source in place of gallium metal.
Source temperatures of 890 ° to 980 ° have been used with
deposition temperatures of 790 ° to 870 °. A typical temperature
profile obtained with one three zone furnace system is shown in
Figure Z. Also shown are typical positions of the phosphorus, gallium
and gallium arsenide substrate wafers. In a later system the first
zone was extended by insertion of a IZ" unit to provide a long uniform
temperature zone for better control of phosphorus vaporization.
The lines, valves and fittings leading to the quartz transfer
tube were of pyrex, teflon or stainless steel to minimize contamination.
Prepurified hydrogen (The Matheson Co.) was passed through a Deoxo
purifier, then a coil immersed in liquid nitrogen before being metered
into the system. In earlier runs, anhydrous hydrogen chloride
(Matheson, 99%) was metered directly into the system or passed
through a trap containing magnesium perchlorate and mercuric chloride,
and cooled in a dry ice slurry, before being metered into the system.
In most runs the hydrogen chloride was supplied as a 5_ mixture in
hydrogen. Alternatively, hydrogen chloride was generated by hydrogen
reduction of reagent grade arsenic trichloride (B and A, General
Chemical Division, Allied Chemical) in a tube heated to about 800 ° C.
Arsenic trichloride was introduced at a controlled rate by bubbling a
portion of the hydrogen stream through a reservoir at 0 ° C° The
elemental arsenic formed in the reduction was condensed before the
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gas stream entered the transfer tube.
Red phosphorus from several different sources has been employed.
These include "semiconductor" grade from American Agricultural Chemical
Co. , high purity (99. 999_ claimed) from L. Light and Co. , Ltdo , and from
Kern Chemical Corp. , Monsanto purified phosphorus, and in one run
ordinary laboratory grade from Fisher. Some analytical data are included
in the discussion section below.
Pure gallium metal (99. 9999_0) was obtained from Alcoa while
polycrystalline gallium phosphide was supplied by Merck.
Gallium arsenide substrate wafers with (I00) or (III)B surfaces
polished by a standard mechanical-chemical technique were recleaned
ultrasonically in concentrated sulfuric acid, rinsed in distilled water,
acetone, and absolute ethyl alcohol, then wiped dry with microcloth or
lens cleaning tissue just prior to insertion in the reaction tube. Wafers
of (III)A and (i 107 orientation were simply lapped, then given a three
minute etch in a polish etch (HF:HNO3:HzO::I:3:4) before cleaning as
above.
The procedure for carrying out an epitaxial deposition was as
follows. After loading, the system was flushed with argon or evacuated
prior to flushing for at least one hour with hydrogen. The source and
deposition zones were then heated to 400 ° C to prevent condensation while
the phosphorus was outgassed for 15 to Z0 minutes at a predetermined
temperature. The source and substrates were then heated to 1000 ° C
while maintaining the flow of phosphorus. This procedure, which may
be considered a further cleaning step, was found necessary to obtain
smooth, bump and stacking fault free, (I00) growth surfaces. After
about one hour (30 minutes at I000 ° C) the temperatures of the source
and substrate were reduced to the desired transfer and deposition
temperatures and the hydrogen chloride flow initiated, all the while
maintaining a constant phosphorus zone temperature. For deposition
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under low phosphorus pressure this control temperature was lowered
after initiating deposition of GaP at the high phosphorus pressure.
This procedure was found necessary to avoid decomposition and etching
of the GaAs substrates.
At the termination of the run the hydrogen chloride flow was
interrupted, then a few minutes allowed for the remaining hydrogen
chloride, to be swept from the system before, first opening the
phosphorus zone to obtain abrupt cooling, then turning off the power
to the other zones and allowing them to cool. Thermal stress in some
of the thick deposits of gallium phosphide caused breakage of the wafers
on cooling. In other experiments this breakage was avoided by a slow
cooling (2 ° per min. ) to aid in relieving the thermal strain.
2. Electrical Measurements
Electrical properties, net carrier concentration and Hall
mobility, were obtained by standard resistivity and Hall coefficient
measurements on monitor Hall bars. The Hall bars, cleaved from
polished wafers of high resistivity gallium arsenide, were located
adjacent to the wafers during deposition. Contacts to the gallium
phosphide surfaces were made by alloying dots of pure indium at
700 ° -800 ° C using a strip heater. Consistent results were obtained _
in all but a few cases. Where determined, net carrier level by voltage-
capacitance measurement was in reasonable agreement with the Hall
coefficient measurement.
Measurements of some of the thickest deposits were made
after removing the gallium arsenide substrate by dissolution in warm
concentrated nitric acid.
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Growth Rate
A principle objective of the materials program has been to
grow thick self-supporting layers of GaP in order that solar cell
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properties might be studied free from possible interfering effects from
a GaAs substrate. To achieve this end, either high growth rates or
long deposition times must be employed, While the former is to be
preferred, structure and purity considerations, as will be discussed
later, impose certain limitations on a practicable growth rate.
Run conditions and the resulting growth rates in the open tube
HCI transfer system are summarized in Table I. A maximum growth
rate of 0. 60 _/min was achieved (Run SC3Z) and a Z00 _ layer grown by
increasing the temperature gradient and total flow of HCI and H z. A
maximum thickness of 460 _ was attained by running for 7Z hours
(Run 5C49) at a lower rate_
In the open tube system growth rate is ultimately controlled
by the degree of saturation relative to the equilibrium concentration
of gallium species in the vapor phase, The GaP-HCI-H z system should
be analogous to the GaAs-HCI-H_ system, the thermodynamics of which
have been discussed by Ferguson and Gabor! 2) Our system has been
operated at high temperatures where the Ga/HCI mole ratios approach
unity as may be seen by comparing the HCI flow rates calculated from
source loss with the flow meter determinations in column 5 of Table I,
The high temperatures have been necessary to obtain good structure
but in consequence the yields (and growth rates) are low. At these
high temperatures the equilibrium,
3 GaCl(g) + Pz (g) _ Z GaP(s) + GaCII (g) (1)
is shifted strongly to the left and advantage is not taken of the full range
of the reaction as the equilibrium shifts to the right on lowering the
temperature°
By analogy with the GaAs system(Z, ) increasing phosphorus
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pressure should shift the reaction to higher temperature and so favor
transport of GaP, increasing growth rates. Such a tendency has been
noted (for example, run SC9) but, except at low phosphorus pressures
where the rate definitely falls off sharply, other factors mask the
effect. In a series of runs (SC36 through SC42) made to determine
optimum phosphorus pressures, the growth rate appeared to be
independent over a range of P/Ga mole ratios from 0.6 to 3.
The effect of hydrogen on the equilibrium among the gallium
chloride species and GaP is complex. The dilution effect shifts the
equilibrium(I) to the left, i.e. the reaction is shifted to a lower
temperature, but hydrogen reduction of the gallium chlorides lowers
the concentration of gallium species at both extremes of the reaction.
The behavior of our system suggests that in the range of 900 ° C. the
predominant reaction is
1 1
GaC1 +_H 2 + _Pz = GaP+ HC1 (2)
Increasing H 2/HC1 ratio will shift this reaction to higher temperatures
and so favor transport of GaP under our conditions. Increasing the
H2/HC1 ratio beyond 150 produced no noticeable effect on growth rates
but a decreased growth rate was observed in several runs in which it
was reduced. In run SC31 at a H z flow of 95 cc/min (vs. normal
150 cc/min) the growth rate of GaP downstream has been sharply reducea
although that on the first wafer is normal. In runs SC6 and SC7 doubling
the HC1 flow rate without correspondingly increasing the H z flow actually
decreased the overall growth rate. The relative decrease in phosphorus
pressure was probably also a factor. The low growth rate in run SC21
might have been contributed to by back diffusion and convection at the
very low total flow.
10.
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In addition to the thermodynamic limitations, just discussed,
on the rate of transfer between a source and sink at two different
temperatures, there is the further consideration in our system that
deposition is taking place along a temperature gradient. The amount
of material available is not controlled by the saturation concentration
at the source but by the equilibrium which is established in the
deposition zone immediately upstream. Therefore, assuming rapid
gas diffusion and attainment of equilibrium, the growth rate along a
series of substrates will be proportional to the temperature gradient
at a given temperature. This relationship has been roughly confirmed
(see SC32 and SC33).
Although the reaction tube wall and support plate provide
a large surface for depositions relative to the substrate wafers,
nuclear/on of GaP growth on clean silica surfaces is slow, therefore
deposition initially takes place preferentially on the GaAs substrates.
As the deposition is prolonged, however, more and more sites are
nucleated on the tube wall and support plate, providing competition
for growth on the substrates and the growth slows down. This effect
may definitely be noted in the data, although masked to a certain ex-
tent by the effect of phosphorus pressure. Furthermore, if a temperature
differential exists between the substrate and the adjacent wall, the wall
will become a preferred site, further reducing growth on the substrate.
This has undoubtedly been a factor in this work.
Doping does not appreciably affect growth rate except at very
high levels where growth habit of surface bump structure is radically
changed (SC16) or the number of bumps is increased to the point that
overlapping occurs. A high concentration of overlapping bumps will
increase the average layer thickness and hence the apparent growth
rate.
lZ.
Z. Effect of Orientation on Growth Rate
The effect of orientation on growth rate is indicated in Table I
and given in more detail in Table II. Here the thickness of layers grown
on pairs of adjacent Hall bars in the several runs is compared directly.
The order of increasing growth rates is seen to be (lll)B < (100) <(lll)A
although there is a wide variation in relative rates from run to run
(greater than a factor of two) and between positions in the same run.
The variation in relative rates shows a good correlation with position
in the furnace, the ratio, < Iii > B/< I00 > increasing on moving down-
stream; a correlation with P/Ga ratio is doubtful. The series SC50
through SC55 (Table I) indicates that< ii0 > growth is slower than < III >B,
although direct comparison of adjacent Hall bars is not available.
The uniformity of growth across full size wafers appears to be
in the reverse order of the growth rate. This is particularly noticeable
for the < Iii > A wafers. In a typical case (Figure II) inside a thick
smooth outer rim, a region containing a high concentration of regular
faceted holes is followed by a series of irregular steps as the thickness
decreases toward the center. This non-uniform growth on the <Iii > A
surface may be related to rapid attainment of equilibrium with the gas
stream causing depletion of that portion of the gas reaching the center
of the wafer. If so, higher flow rates or a different flow pattern might
improve the growth uniformity.
Thickness uniformity on the slowly grown thick (I00) layers is
also very poor. These generally have a very thick leading edge and thin
sides. The latter is undoubtedly due to the unfavorable temperature
profile across the tube as discussed above.
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3. Structure
The structural features of concern in this study have been
interface irregularity and surface defects. The surface defects include
stacking faults and other structural defects associated with bumps on the
surface of the epitaxially grown wafers.
An extreme case of interface irregularity including the presence
of large voids is illustrated in Figure 3. In this particular case the sub-
strate was heated to 800 ° C before introducing phosphorus vapor, from
a rather impure source, into the gas stream passing over the wafers.
It has been found that interface irregularity invariably is associated
with conditions under which the GaAs substrate is attached prior to or
during initial deposition. This may be by thermal decomposition, etching
by oxide impurities, or by hydrogen chloride in the gas stream. Irregular
interfaces have also been observed when the growth rates were low, as in
runs SC12 and SC21 (Table I). It is interesting to note that even extremely
ragged interfaces, such as that illustrated, do not affect surface
smoothness of the grown layer.
Stacking faults and other structural defects associated with
bumps, in extreme cases, as shown in Figure 4, lead to non-planar junction
on diffusion. While the incidence and severity of these defects is greatly
reduced by the high temperature phosphorus treatment described in the
experimental section above (compare Figure 5 with Figures 6 and 7,
for example), they are not completely eliminated.
Three interdependent factors appear to be involved in the
formation of bumps: surface preparation; surface orientation; and
growth conditions. Surface preparation is critical. The origin of most
bumps can be traced to the epitaxial-substrate interface where they have
been nucleated by dirt or damage on the surface.
Some attempts have been made to improve upon the standard
cleaning technique described in the experimental section but without
notable success. For one run, SC24, one of the wafers was simply
lapped, etched in polish etch, rinsed in deionized distilled water and
dried in a nitrogen jet. The resulting surface was streaked with haze
but the bump structure did not correlate with this haze and was
equivalent to that of the standard wafer. Another run, SC47, included
polished wafers deliberately oxidized by heating in air to determine if
this treatment followed by the high temperature treatment in phosphorus
could serve as a cleaning procedure. The layer grown on the initially
oxidized (100) surface was equivalent to that normally obtained. The
layer grown on the (lll)B surface which was oxidized to a greater
extent contained a very high concentration of stacking faults. The
phosphide-arsenide interfaces were very slightly ragged compared
with the smooth interfaces of the normally cleaned substrates.
Surface orientation has been recognized as a major factor in
the formation of bumps and is the primary, if not the only, cause of
the differences observed for different substrates in the same run. The
more closely the surface approaches exact _ 100 > orientation the more
critical do the surface preparation and run conditions become. If the
surface is slightly off orientation the growth mechanism apparently
permits potential or actual bump sites to be overridden and buried.
Perfectly oriented surfaces become covered with incipient bumps, many
of which develop into full blown bumps which may then engulf less active
neighbors. A systematic study of the effect has not yet been made.
Neither has an attempt yet been made to obtain wafers deliberately cut
and polished off orientation. On the other hand, the availability of a set
of nearly perfectly oriented wafers has increased the sensitivity of the
growth experiments to the other factors causing bumps.
14.
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A deposit nearly free of bumps is shown in Figure 6. The
orientation effect here is evident. A high concentration of bumps
appears near the lower edge where the surface was "on orientation"
due to slight curvature introduced by polishing. The few isolated
bumps (of the "square pyramidal" type) appear to be tipped over
with one edge partially buried in the surface. The line at the lower
edge was caused by the support holding the wafer in a vertical position.
The growth conditions affecting bump formation include flow
rates of H z, HCI and phosphorus, temperature and temperature gradient
at the substrate positions, or, in short, all the conditions discussed
above in connection with growth rate. The effect of temperature on
the perfection of crystal growth is dramatically illustrated in Figure 7.
This wafer, SC32-3, was located in a steep temperature gradient at
about 870* . The growth upstream at higher temperatures is smooth,
that at lower temperatures downstream covered with bumps. The line
of demarcation between the two regions is sharp and at right angles to
the gradient.
]Even though proper surface orientation, surface preparation
and run conditions have been established to produce bump free surfaces,
a disturbance in the gas flow such as a sudden pressure drop may
initiate bump formation. This is believed to be the cause for the bumps
on SC30-3 (Figure 8). The bumps on this 95 _ layer _re about one half
the size expected for the thickness of the layer and were probably all
nucleated at a point midway in the run when a pressure buildup due to
plugging of the exit tube was relieved. Similar disturbances may account
for bump formation which invariably has been encountered on the thick
layers made in very long runs. In these runs it was necessary to
periodically melt down a deposit of gallium trichloride forming in the
reaction tube outside the furnace. This may have introduced an
undesirable pressure fluctuation and upset the normal growth.
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A most striking effect is that of impurity dopants on the growth
habits of the bumps. This is illustrated in Figures 9 (a), (b), (c) and
(d) and 10 (a), (b), (c) and (d). In earlier "undoped" runs using the first
HC1 source (Figure 9(a) and Figure 5), the bumps tended toward a
rounded rectangular base shape with the long axes in the <011 > direction
(surface being (100)) frequently with a flattened top. Moderate doping
with tellurium produces bumps of the same shape, but very heavy doping
with tellurium draws the bumps out into long paralleI ridges (Figure 91(c)).
Later "undoped" runs using the second HC1 source, have produced bumps
having the "square pyramidal" configuration illustrated in Figure 9(b).
Doping with Zn elongates the bumps in the < 011 > direction (Figure 9(d)).
Details at the peaks of some typical bumps are shown in
Figure 10 (a), (b), (c) and (d). One feature all have in common is the
lack of symmetry expected for a <100 > oriented structure. If we label
the slopes of the bumps, A and B, (as for the sides of a pyramid formed
by (111) faces on a (100) base) the Te doped bumps are elongated in the
B direction <011 > the zinc doped bumps in the A direction <011 >. The
peak of the bump in each case is symmetrical with the B slopes but
displaced in one or the other of the A directions. Displacement in the B
direction has never been observed.
The square arrays in Figures 10 (a) and (c) are believed to be
stacking faults in the [111 } planes intersecting the surface. The size
of the square corresponds with the base of a pyramid formed by [ 111 }
planes with its apex at the GaP-GaAs interface. An example of a very
high concentration of these "stacking faults" in a cleaved section is
shown in Figure 4.
The other short "hash marks" on the B slopes of the bumps in
Figures 10 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are small growth steps. These steps
also appear in smooth bump free areas of the wafers, but are strong only
17.
if the surface is tipped in the B direction with respect to the (i00) plane.
The steps probably correspond to the similar feature on epitaxial GaP
grown by wet hydrogen vapor transport t3)"" and identified by Gershenzon
and Mikulyak _4)" as a growth step terminated by a pair of screw dis-
locations lying in a (11 l) plane intersecting the surface.
Althoughnot investigated in such detail similar considerations
probably apply to growth in other directions. Typical growth on (lll)A,
(lll)B and (ll0) surfaces are shown in Figures ll through 17. Figures 15,
16 and 17 demonstrate the perfection attainable for runs of relatively
short duration, the (100) wafer being included for comparison.
The (lll)B surfaces usually contain broader lower triangular
pyramids and scattered polycrystalline nodules. The latter lead to poor
p-n junction characteristics and may be a major factor in causing poor
solar cell performance. The (1 10) surfaces have contained sharp
triangular pyramids containing material in an apparent twinned
orientation.
4. Purity
The purity of the material, because of its effect on lifetime, is
probably the most critical factor affecting the properties of a gallium
phosphide solar cell. A study,which will be described later, of open
circuit voltage versus impurity level indicates that to attain the theoretical
open circuit voltage the total ionized impurity concentration must be
reduced to about 1017 cm -3, about an order of magnitude lower than
presently produced.
Possible sources of contamination of the gallium phosphide
grown in this open tube process are: (1) the transfer gas, hydrogen
chloride and hydrogen, (2) the source materials, GaP or gallium, and
phosphorus, and (3) the materials of construction of the apparatus. To
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the extent that these sources have been investigated they will be dis-
cussed below,
Electrical data for the "undoped" epitaxial material are listed
in Table 111, together with identification of the source material and notes
on conditions affecting purity. Other deposition conditions may be found
in Table I.
The relatively high net carrier levels generally obtained for
undoped runs through SCZ4 may probably be attributed to contamination
by the HC1 source used. Different phosphorus sources had no effect
as may be seen by comparing the data for runs SC5, SCll and SC17,
made under otherwise similar conditions. This HCf source also
invariably produced on the source a yellow, fluffy deposit not seen
after changing over to the new HCf supply system.
Introduction of a U-tube trap containing HgCI z and Mg(CIO4) z
into the HCf line to remove HzS and water had no effect on the product
purity based on the evidence of run SC17. Immersion of the trap in a
dry ice slurry may, however, have effected some degree of purification
in SCZ4. In this run the bump habit changed from "rounded rectangular"
(Figure ll (a))to "square pyramidal" (Figure ll (b)), characteristic
of the later "undoped" material. Furthermore, the open circuit
voltage of the corresponding solar cells was higher than obtained from
any previous material.
The change over to the new HCf supply system effected a
definite improvement in purity, on which only marginal improvement
has been made, although as shown below further significant progress
can be expected with higher purity HC1 sources. With the growth of
thicker layers, net carrier levels in the low l016 cm -3 range with
mobilities of about 100 cmZvolt-lsec -I have been obtained consistently
for the < I00 > orientation.
18.
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Hydrogen chloride generated by hydrogen reduction of reagent
grade AsC13 produced results (SC50) no better than the earliest runs.
Passing the gases through a dry-ice cooled trap containing HgC1 z and
Mg(CIO4) 2 , however, reduced the net carrier levels of both _ 100
and _lll _B orientation as compared with the previous run and resulted
in the best _ lll _ B material made in this work (possibly excepting
SC55-7) in terms of structure (Figure 17), mobility and net carrier
level. Also, the high temperature open circuit voltages of cells from
all three wafers were the best, for the corresponding orientations,
obtained to date.
Any contamination contributed directly by gallium, available
commercially in purity of 99. 9999% , should be negligible. Boat grown
GaP, however, does contain impurities which can be expected to be
transferred from the source and reincorporated in the epitaxial deposit.
Evaluation of the GaP source used in runs SC12 through SC15 is not
available but it would appear to have contained a p-type dopant which
compensated the n-type impurities normally present. Thus two of
the runs could not be evaluated while a third had a very low net carrier
concentration. In SC12, the relatively high net carrier level might be
attributed to the effect of the high deposition temperature on the
segregation of impurities as will be discussed below.
Analytical data on several phosphorus samples, gallium
phosphide and gallium recovered from the source, and epitaxially grown
GaP are presented in Table IV. Comparison of the analysis of phosphorus
sample AA-222 with those of the GaP products shows phosphorus to be a
major source of contamination, however, the impurity levels in the GaP
product are generally even higher than those of the phosphorus.
Furthermore, since some purification of the phosphorus takes place on
sublimation as evidenced by the concentration of impurities in the phosphorus
20.
residue, it seems probable that the greatest source of impurity lies
elsewhere. Except for a higher silicon content in the sample of
Monsanto phosphorus (M-105), the different phosphorus sources
analyzed are equivalent.
To take advantage of the upgrading of the phosphorus source,
as has been reported previously (5), attempts were made in runs
i %
SC54 and SC55 to minimize the phosphorus evaporation temperature.
By using a more readily vaporizable sample of phosphorus (K996),
and lowering the pretreatment temperature to 950 °, the maximum
phosphorus temperature was kept to 400 ° C and during deposition
reduced to 363°C (SC54) and 374 ° (SC55). The electrical properties
of the SC55 samples(Table III) do indicate some modest improvement
though solar cell evaluation and analytical data are not yet available.
Growth in run SC54 was apparently initiated successfully, but
throughout most of the long run the very low phosphorus pressure
(caused apparently by a shift in the measuring thermocouples) prevented
further growth and caused extensive etching of the substrate. Electrical
evaluations are therefore not reliable.
A likely source of contamination by silicon (and by other
impurities in the quartz) is through reaction of the gallium chloride
with the hot quartz tube. Significant contamination of GaCI_ by silicon,
for instance, has been demonstrated on simply passing the vapor
through a quartz tube heated to only moderately high temperaturet. _6)'_
Therefore some other reactor material is highly desirable.
Although neither reduction in silicon contamination nor increase
in aluminum contamination (Table IV) was effected by the use of an alumina
liner (SC48, SC49), there may be some significance in the lower impurity
levels (except copper) of SC49-2, 4. As noted later, the corresponding
wafer produced a solar cell having the highest short circuit current
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density observed in this work. The apparent improvement in overall
impurity as indicated by the increase in mobility of the < 100 > wafers
(Table ILI) in runs SC48 and SC49 may have been due to an effect of the
great thickness since it was not obtained in SC52. An increase in some
type of impurity is indicated by the increase in net carrier levels, by
the dark metallic color of polycrystalline growth (probably due to
precipitation in grain boundaries, since single crystal regions were
clear) and by the failure of the < 111 > wafers to produce single crystal
overgrowths in SC48 and SC49. Among other possible impurities,
sulfur wouldnot have been detected by the emission analysis.
Contamination of the gallium source by reaction with the boat
material, either SiO z or A1203 at these low temperatures is insignificant.
It is interesting tonote that all of the source contamination comes from
the vapor and virtually all remains in the GaP crust forming over the
surface. The latter result is opposed to the conclusions derived from
tellurium doping experiments described later.
. The Effect of Substrate Position on Electrical Properties
A strong impurity segregation accompanying GaP deposition
is evident from the trend in carrier level derived for successive Hall
bars in the same run. The data for individual <100 > Hall bars,
including those intentionally doped, are tabulated in Table V. With few
exceptions the net carrier level decreases with position downstream for
both doped and "undoped" deposits. The persistent recurrence of an
accompanying drop in mobility in the "undoped" runs indicates that the
trend is real and due to an increase in a compensating p-type impurity.
This is in agreement with an observed darkening of the deposit on the
tube wall downstream which indicates an increasing impurity level.
r!
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The decreasing carrier level for the runs heavily doped with tellurium,
accompanied by a small, but again persistent, increase in mobility
shows that the trend here is due to a decrease in the concentration of
the n-type dopant, tellurium.
The data for runs SC48 and SC49, in which thick layers were
grown using alumina tube liners, show an increasin_ net carrier level
with decreasing mobility, therefore the predominant dopant causing
the effect must be n-type. Except in the case of the heavily doped
tellurium samples, the identities of the impurities involved are open
to speculation. The semiquantitative emission analyses (Table IV)
indicate total active impurity levels of _ 5 x l0 Is cm -_ whereas the
net carrier levels are two orders of magnitude lower.
Similar effects are noted for the _lll _B oriented layers
(Table VI) although, as discussed more fully in the next section, the
net carrier levels here are much higher. Here, also the predominating
trend is toward higher mobilities with decreasing net carrier levels.
6. Effect of Orientation on IElectrical Properties
A surprisingly pronounced difference in the electrical properties
of GaP grown simultaneously on different orientations is shown by the
data of Table Ill. The order of the segregation is the same as that which
has been reported for GaAs[? _ but the effect is an order of magnitude
or more greater. The data are given in more detail in Table VII where
electrical properties of pairs of adjacent Hall bars are compared
directly. The analytical data given in Table IV, while showing some
trend toward higher impurity levels in _lll _ B grown material relative
to _ 100 _ , do not seem to account for the very large differences in net
carrier level usually obtained.
!
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7. Doping
Since the net carrier level of "undoped", <I00 > oriented, epitaxial
GaP is in the 1016 cm -3 range or lower (Table Ill), to control the net
carrier level in the range up to 1019 cm -_ n-type, or to produce p-type
material, impurity dopants must be added deliberately. Ultimately
such control will be required to optimize device characteristics, although
the main object of the present work was to obtain maximum purity.
Doping with tellurium and zinc has been accomplished by
vaporizing the elements into the H z'HCI stream from a boat in the first
furnace, Sn has been added directly to the gallium source. In the case
of tellurium, as will be shown later, almost all of the dopant dissolved
in a liquid gallium source. This doped source also was subsequently
used to produce heavily n-type epitaxial layers. In the case of zinc,
not enough dopant remained in the source to form p-type deposits on
reuse, but the zinc did apparently influence the growth habit of the
bumps (Figure 10(d)).
Data on electrical properties of these doped samples are
summarized in Table VIII. The conditions under which they were made
may be found in Table I. For runs SC16, SC18 and SCZ9 under source,
the rate of evaporation of dopant in atoms/unit time based on total
weight loss is expressed relative to the rate of consumption of source
in cc of solid GaP equivalent per unit time. Thus the expressed doping
rate is equivalent to that from a GaP source doped to the same level.
In run SC16, using a GaP source, the carrier level of the epitaxial layer
is of the same order of magnitude as that of the "source". The results
from SC18 are ambiguous because the epitaxial carrier level is only
slightly higher than the normal undoped level, but in SC19 the epitaxial
carrier level is a factor of twenty less than the "source" level. This
is a good indication that the gallium source has dissolved most of the
tellurium passing over it. Solution of all of the tellurium would have
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produced a concentration equivalent to 2.3 x 1018 cm -3 in the original
source. Subsequent use of this source did, indeed, produce increasingly
doped epitaxial layers as shown by the series SC20 through SC23, and
confirms the high solubility of tellurium in gallium. This tendency of
the dopant to concentrate in the source will add an additional complication
to accurate control of doping.
Comparable results are indicated by two zinc doping runs in
one of which zinc was vaporized separately. The zinc weight loss was
not obtained, but the approximate temperature is indicated. The results
suggest that only a fraction of the zinc in the vapor phase is incorporated
in the epitaxial deposit. Thus, in SC30 the doping was insufficient for
conversion to p-type although, as noted above, the bump habit was
affected.
For SC33 and SC46, the concentration of Sn initially added to
the gallium source is again expressed as atoms per cm 3 of GaP equivalent.
In both cases the fraction incorporated in the epitaxial deposit(<100 >
orientation) was less than 5 x 10 -s.
8. H_O Transport of GaP
(3)
Using the technique described by Frosch , GaP has been
transported in wet hydrogen and deposited epitaxially on GaAs substrates.
The source, GaP from Merck, was maintained at about 1085 ° C,
<111 > B and < 100 > oriented substrate wafers with adjacent Hall bars
at 1066 ° and 1051 ° respectively, the temperature gradients being 5. 5
and 6.2 °C/cm. With a total hydrogen flow rate of 380 cc/min and an
initial water vapor pressure of 1.9 x 10 .3 atm., the rate of source
consumption, 2.8 mg/min., is in excellent agreement with the theoretical
transport rate calculated from the equilibrium constant for the reaction
given by Thurmond and Frosch. (7)
The weight gain of the < 111 > B substrates is equivalent to
a growth rate of 2.04 x 10 .7 grn of GaP per cc of carrier gas and so
of the same order as the rates reported by Frosch. (3) Heavy deposition
24.
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on the cool wall depleted the gas stream sufficiently to cause extensive
etching of the edges of the <100 > wafer (Figure 19). The appearance
of the < 111 > B deposits (Figure 18) with prominent development of
<110 > facets and large area of flat growth is equivalent to that
reported by Frosch. The appearance of the <100 > surfaces (Figure 19),
however, is much superior, being free of the faceted pits.
Rather than inserting the wafers into the hot furnace according
to the procedure of Frosch, the source and substrate were brought to
temperature in a stream of hydrogen (380 cc/min) with phosphorus
(2.3 cc P4/min) to prevent decomposition, the phosphorus flow being
continued for 20 minutes after introducti on of the water vapor. In this
way a very smooth interface was formed (Figure 20).
The electrical properties of this material have not been obtained
by the usual technique; the Hall bars, in the process of heat treatment
for alloying In dots,being converted to high resistivity. Simply probing
the surfaces with an ohm meter revealed considerable inhomogeneity,
the <111 > B surface being conducting, the < 110 > facets nonconducting,
while the <100 > surface was conducting at the center, decreasing
gradually to zero at the etched sides. These may, however, have been
surface effects; capacitance voltage measurement on the < 111 > B
deposit indicated a net carrier level of the order of 1017 atoms/cm -3
Solar cell characteristics (SC44 Table XII) were equivalent to those of some
of the better HC1 transported < 100 > material.
9. Close-Space Water Transport of GaP
Using a close-space technique similar to that described by
Nicoll (8) GaP has been transported in wet hydrogen and deposited in
single crystal < 100 > oriented form on <100 > oriented GaAs substrates.
Both GaP powder and polycrystalline ingot were used as a source.
Current efforts, lately begun, are aimed at optimizing conditions.
The source powder or ingot was obtained by solution growth from
excess Alcoa 99. 9999% gallium and American Agricultural Chemical
Co. Semiconductor Grade phosphorus. This was held in quartz discs,
in a sandwich which included a quartz ring spacer between the surface
of the source and the substrate face. Holes in the sides of the quartz
discs permitted insertion of thermocouples for measuring temperatures
directly adjacent to source and substrate. This assembly was heated
in a quartz envelope in a split tube furnace, with separately controllable
upper and lower coils, in an atmosphere of wet H z saturated with HzO
at 0 ° C., the H z flowing at 1-4 cc/min. A vertical temperature
gradient of 20-25 ° C. , between source and substrate was maintained,
with the source at 900-950 ° C. Three-hour runs at source temperature
above 900 ° C. resulted in GaP single crystal deposits,on<100 >oriented
GaAs substrate,of 3-7.3 mils thickness, as determined by cleaving,
etching in HNO_, microscopic examination, and X-Ray diffraction.
The latter in some cases was able to discern some ternary alloy
formation at the interface. The powder sources yielded matte finish
deposits. The polycrystalline ingot source slices,evidently because of
difference s in reactivity with orientation, gave "photographic" image s
of the source crystal planes on the deposit, with l0 mil spacing. This
tendency was substantially diminished with a 20 rail spacing, as the
transported species had a better chance to diffuse sideways before
depositing. Techniques for smooth deposits will be sought; however,
with sufficient deposit built up, mechanical or chemical polishing may
be a suitable alternate.
Data are summarized in Table IX.
26.
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10. Other Processes
Some thick GaP wafers grown by another epitaxlal technique
(on a separate company-funded program) have also been made avail-
able for this program. The structure of these wafers, grown in the
< 111 > A direction, is rather poor and the solar cell characteristics
(Samples 521044-1 and 521038 in Table XXX) have also been poor.
No particular advantage, at present can be seen in this particular
process, but as other processes are developed the material there-
from will continue to be tested.
27.
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IV. SOLAR CELL FABRICATION
The fabrication of the epitaxially deposited GaP into solar cells
served two mutually beneficial purposes: (i) development of a GaP
solar cell and (Z) check on the material made.
A. Diffusion
Since the epitaxial deposits were n-type, p-type dopants have
been utilized as diffusants to provide the p-n junction for the solar cells.
Two diffusants have been utilized namely, zinc and cadmium. Since
zinc is known to have a relatively shallow acceptor level tg) and a suitable
t %
solubility and diffusion constant in GaP (10)" " which permits shallow
penetration at low temperatures (N800 ° C) for short times whereas
cadmium diffuses much slower and higher temperatures or considerably
longer times are required to achieve the same diffusion depth, most of
our investigations have been carried out using zinc as the diffusant. The
work with cadmium will be reported in the Appendix (Appendix A).
Our desire to work at relatively low diffusion temperatures
(< 900 ° C) was occasioned by several factors (1) a desire to minimize
any heat treatment effects which might occur above 900 ° C. especially
since epitaxial GaP was prepared at-_ 900 ° C (Z) thin epitaxial layers
(average of 40 _), (3) possible effect of the GaAs-GaP interface, (4)
poor structure of the epitaxial GaP.
Since little is known about the properties of GaP, efforts were
directed toward gaining more information on the general problems con-
nected with p-n junction fabrication including surface concentration,
diffusion time, junction depth, junction front and junction delineation
techniques, both from the point of making solar cells and evaluating the
material produced.
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The diffusions were carried out in closed tubes approximately
Z0 ml in volume using various zinc sources including pure zinc (99. 999_),
zinc with added phosphorus and zinc-gallium. The samples which consist
of epitaxially deposited single crystals of GaP on GaAs substrates rest
in the closed tube on a quartz shelf. The zinc source is placed in a
graphite boat which is placed under the quartz shelf. Necessary
preliminary steps to minimize the contamination from the graphite boat
were taken. This includes cleaning the boat in boiling HNO 3 followed by
a rinse and then baking in vacuum (10 -4 mm) for 30 minutes at 900 ° C
to 1100 ° C. The quartz capsule and plate are boiled in HNO 3 for one
hour and rinsed in deionized HzO and dried with dry nitrogen. The epitaxial
samples are cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes in absolute
alcohol and 5 minutes in undiluted reagent grade HzSO 4 . This is followed
by five thirty-second rinses in distilled water. The water is poured off
and replaced by alcohol. The sample is removed from the alcohol bath,
just prior to placing it in the diffusion capsule and wiped dry with lens
tissue. It is then placed on the silica plate in the diffusion tube, the
diffusant source placed in the graphite boat, and the entire apparatus
evacuated to 5 x 10 -7 mm Hg and sealed off. The diffusion tube is placed
in a preheated furnace for a desired time, then removed to the edge of
the furnace and allowed to cool to room temperature, whereupon the
samples are removed and tested.
Because of the generally poor structure of the epitaxial GaP,
diffusion with pure zinc (10) led to generally ragged junctions as noted in
Figure 4. Figure 4 shows a cleaved section of one of the epitaxial samples
after zinc diffusion that has been etched to delineate the p-n junction. The
junction is very ragged with diffusion spikes at an angle which suggests they
are parallel to stacking faults. Better junctions were achieved using zinc
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with added phosphorus as noted in Figure 21. The effect of the addition
of phosphorus on the diffusion of zinc into GaP while not understood may
be similar to that noted by Rupprec ht and LeMayt" 1 l) for zinc diffusion
into GaAs under the influence of arsenic vapor with the additional effect
of compensation resulting from the diffusion of an electrically active
impurity into a region containing deep centers of the opposite type (1).
Best results have been obtained thus far with a Zn/P ratio of 5. 8/1.8
with diffusions carried out at 800* C for about B minutes. With low
lifetimes as noted in Section VF and poor GaP structure, shallow junction
depths have generally been utilized.
In Table X are listed the data obtained on GaP samples which
have had p-n junctions fabricated into them. The data tabulated is that
for zinc diffusions only and includes the run number, slice number, p-type
source material and amount used, the diffusion temperature and time,
the average surface concentration after diffusion (p-type) and the
resultant carrier mobility. These latter were determined from Hall
effect and electrical resistivity measurements at room temperature. The
last column lists the junction depth determined by junction delineation
techniques to be discussed below. In a few cases we used bulk poly-
crystalline GaP instead of single crystal epitaxial GaP.
The diffusion temperature generally used were between 800 and
850* C although a few samples have been diffused at higher temperature.
The 800 to 850* range was found to give better control for shallow junctions
and to reduce the occurrence of zinc alloying.
The surface concentrations as deduced from room temperature
Hall effect measurements and known junction depths are found to vary
from about 10 is to 1019/cm s with most of the samples having hole con-
centrations of 5 x 1018 /cm s or less. The corresponding hole mobility
is about 30 cmz/volt sec.
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A diffusion coefficient for zinc as deduced from these experiments
(-_I0- I0 cm z/sec at 800 ° C) is in reasonable agreement with that predicted
from Pearson'sanalysis(I°)andby thework ofAllison. (Iz)
That the diffusions do not give the desired degree of control can be
deduced from the attempts made to vary the surface concentration by
varying the amount of zinc placed in the diffusion tube. The p-surface
concentration and mobility as well as the junction depth for two samples
with the diffusion temperature and time maintained constant are shown
in Table Xl. It is noted that reducing the amount of zinc does not
necessarily imply a consistent reduction in the surface concentration
or a consistency in the observed junction depth.
As further support to the statement of a lack of control on dif-
fusion it is also observed that for certain samples (see NAZ3 SC19-3,
NAZ3 SC13-6, Table Xl for example) having higher initial carrier
concentrations, junction depths are deeper than for those of lower
initial _-_..... .oncentrations - the amount of zinc kept the same as is
the temperature and time.
It has also been observed that starting material which was
initially p-type gives rise to a p-n junction when zinc is diffused (shallow)
into it. This was particularly true of samples SC13-4 and SCZl-3
(see Table X).
It is believed that all of these examples cited may be related
to the fact that most of the starting materials are compensated.
B. Junction Delineation
The following procedure has been used for delineating the p-n
junction formed by zinc diffusion:
The single crystal epitaxial layers which are generally grown
in the < I00 > or <III > orientation are cleaved and delineated by etching
in conc. (48_0) HF for about 3 minutes at room temperature under the
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influence of light (an American Optical microscope lamp can be used).
Following the etching action the samples are rinsed in H20 and alcohol
and then mounted on an object slide with plasticine and leveled to bring
the cleavage plane exactly at right angles to the optical axis of the
microscope. The junction depth is measured directly with an optical
microscope equipped with incident lighting, a stable mechanical stage
and a calibrated eyepiece scale. Measurements are usually made at
magnifications of 500 diameters.
Another etch that may be used is the copper stain etch con-
sisting of l0 gms CuSO 4 and 0.3 ml HF in 100 ml H20. The etching
is also carried out in the presence of light. Figures 4 and 21 are
examples of the delineation technique.
C. Contacts to p and n Faces
Following the diffusion cycle, the back side of the wafer is
lapped back to remove the diffused zinc. Since n-type GaAs substrates
have been used as supports for the epitaxial layer, a 50_-50_ AuSn
alloy is evaporated onto this substrate followed by evaporated nickel.
The sample is then placed in a tube in a furnace where it is evacuated
and then flushed with argon. The alloying is carried out at -_ 550 ° C
in an argon atmosphere.
The contact to the diffused p-type face is made by evaporating
silver through a mask onto the specimen heated to -_ ZOO ° C.
Similar procedures have been used on bulk GaP.
D. Etching
The cells have generally been etched with aqua regia with the
contacts masked. The etch has generally improved the short circuit
current density (at room temperature) and has been found to be
controllable.
32.
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V. EVALUA TION
A. Solar Cell Characteristics
Both the open circuit voltage (Voc) and the short circuit current
densities (Jsc) of the fabricated cells were routinely measured using
both a tungsten source calibrated with a silicon solar cell for a
100 mw/cm z output and sunlight. The tungsten source temperature
was 2800 ° K. ; the emitted light however has a peak intensity
(through water) at a wavelength of about 0. 8 _ which is far removed
from the peak response of GaP cells - 0.45 _. Therefore, the values
obtained from tungsten were expected to routinely give lower values of
J and this was the case. Measurements made in sunlight which hassc
a peak intensity at a wavelength of about 0.45 microns were made by
placing the sample outside a window directly in the sun's rays. Total
intensity of the sunlight was measured with a standard silicon solar
cell and generally was between 80 and 100 mw/cm z.
For some of the better cells, V-I power curves were taken in
sunlight and conversion efficiencies deduced using the sunlight input
intensity as measured with a standard silicon solar cell.
The cells were generally made in shapes which were either
rectangular or closely approached a rectangle. Areas used in the
measurements were taken to include the entire cell with top contacts.
A traveling microscope was used to determine the length and width
of the cells from which the area could be deduced.
Measurements of open circuit voltage and short circuit currents
were made with an Applied Physics electrometer and a Hewlett Packard
Microvolt a-mmeter, Model No. 425A respectively.
The solar cell, for temperature measurement of the open
33.
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circuit voltage and short circuit current was mounted in a cell holder
of lavite (Figure 22) with provisions for a Chromel-Alumel thermo-
couple under the solar cell. The cell holder was inserted into a
Hoskins muffle furnace, type FD 104. The top of the cell holder
has an opening so that a source suitably mounted and focused at the
top of the furnace can provide the desired intensity through a glass
filter to the cell. For the source a G.E. Projector Spotlight, 150
PAR/SP, has been used. The variation of intensity can be
accomodated by adjusting the separation between the source and
sample. An experiment was carried out at two temperatures (23 ° C
and 225 ° C) to check the relationship and determine where the V oc
of the cell saturates with distance, L. Figure 23 is a plot of these
measurements. A check was also made at the higher temperature
(Z25 ° C) in order to determine whether with the expected shift of the peak
response to longer wavelength at higher temperature the source setting
at 23 ° C would still be valid at higher temperatures. Experiment
• _ 1 L1 _ A.s_uw_u L_ it was. In fact, as expected, saturation of V with
OC
distance occurred at a greater distance (lower intensity). It will
be noted that even with the largest separation (L = 20") (lowest
intensity utilized) there is less than a 10_ variation in V . Theoc
setting normally used was L = 10" or within the saturation region.
To avoid any undue heating the light was turned on only to take a reading
and then for only a short time (a few seconds).
In order to further check ourselves, open circuit voltage
measurements with temperature were made using the sun as a source.
The measurements were taken starting at 12:30 p.m. with the sample
directly illuminated by the sun. The sun was south to southwest and
the day was bright and clear. From monitoring with a standard
silicon solar cell, the intensity was found to be 90 mw/cm 2. The
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results of the measurements and the comparison with the tungsten
source illumination with the source-sample separation set at L = 10"
and L = 20" are shown in Figure 24 for sample NA33 SC37-3. Good
agreement was found between sunlight measurements and the L = 10"
measurements. It was also noted that there is at most only a few
percent difference in V between the L = 10", sunlight measurement
OC
and the L = 20" measurements.
At lower temperature ( < 150 ° C) some differences were noted
in the measurements between sunlight and the L = 10" case. This may
be due to surface or junction effects. Such large differences have not
always been observed although some bending is generally noted around
room temperature.
In Table XII are shown the V , J of the solar cells evaluated
OC SC
at room temperature in tungsten and in sunlight together with the areas,
the spectral response peaks and the conversion efficiency measured
in sunlight using a standard silicon solar cell to measure the sun's
intensity. From the data one notes that for the main spectral response
peak at 0.45 _, the highest open circuit voltage obtained is i. 35 volts
and the highest short circuit current density in sunlight is 2.0 ma/cm z.
The highest conversion efficiency obtained at this wavelength was I. I_o
for an area of about 0. 5 cm z. For samples having their main response
at 0.7 _ which is at a wavelength longer than the band gap and is
assumed due to extrinsic effects one notes a short circuit current density
35.
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_-" These cells have been fabricated using zinc as the diffusant. For cells
fabricated using cadmium to make the p-n junction, the reader is referred
to Appendix A and Table XVIII and for evaluation to Table XXIX. For cells
evaluated from epitaxial GaP prepared by other techniques but using zinc
diffusion, reference should be made to Appendix B and Table XXX.
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of 5 ma/cm z, an open circuit voltage of 0. 7 volts and an indicated
conversion efficiency of 1.6 to 2. 5_. We will discuss some of
these results further in the discussion section.
Table XI_E is a tabulation of the temperature coefficient of
open circuit voltage vs. temperature for typical solar cells having
the 0.45 _ spectral response and the 0.7 _ response. Also found are
the slopes of the short circuit current density - temperature curves
for the above solar cells. Curves of V , J with temperature for
OC SC
GaP solar cells with 0.45 _ and 0.7 _ response are found in Figure
25 and 26. More curves on V -temp. will be found in Figure 37.
oc
From our data we note that the 0.45 _ cell has a temperature
coefficient of open circuit voltage of about 3 mv/deg, the voltage
decreasing with increasing temperature. This coefficient, B, as
will be noted later is in good agreement with classical theory. The
short circuit current density of the GaP solar cell having a 0.45
response increases with increasing temperature following a relation-
ship which can be expressed as
AE/kT
J _e
SC
Where A E the activation energy is of the order of 0.05 eV.
In the case of the extrinsic cell (0.7 _ ) the short circuit
current density is independent of temperature to Z00 ° C, decreasing
after that; the temperature coefficient of the open circuit voltage for
these extrinsic cells is 3 mv/deg.
B. Optical Measurements
The spectral response measurements on the GaP solar cells
were made on a Bausch and Lomb Monochromator Cat. No. 33-86-40
36.
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with a plane circular grating blazed for 0. 5 _.
The experimental procedure followed was a standard method.
The source used was a tungsten lamp. The solar cell was mounted
so that it was in the exit beam of the Monochromator. A constant slit
of Z mm was held during the entire scan for the solar cell and a Eeeder
thermocouple in the wavelength interval 0.35 to 0.9 _. The scan was
made first with the solar cell and then with the thermocouple as a
detector with all other conditions held constant. A ratio was then taken
between the response of the solar cell and the thermocouple and plotted
as relative response. In Figure Z7 are given typical relative spectral
response curves having peaks at 0.45 _and 0.7 _ . Table XIV lists
for typical samples the spectral response peaks normalized relative
to the thermocouple. (The magnitude of the peaks are given in terms
of _ a/_ v where the _ v represents the voltage output of the thermo-
couple which can be related to a thermocouple energy using the Tstandard -
.46 _ w/_v). The short circuit currents are measured with a Hewlett
Packard DC Microvolt ammeter, Model 4ZSA. Two main spectral
response regions are noted, namely, one around 0.45 _ and another
broad region at 0.7_. The peaks at _ 0. 53 _ and _ 0.6 _ can be con-
trolled and/or removed by controlling the growth conditions as noted
in Section VII..
C. Sheet Resistance and Surface Concentration
While serious consideration of the p-layer sheet resistance
is premature, estimates of this parameter for some of the epitaxial
samples shown in Table X has been found to vary from about 10 ohms
(NAIl, AP88-Z) to about 100 ohms (NA1, AP62-Z). In general, this
term has not been optimized. As expected a variation with surface
concentration does change the sheet resistance but the dependence
is not always in as direct a manner as expected.
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That the sheet resistance is not of primary importance at this
time can perhaps be most easily seen from Figure Z8 where an im-
provement of only about 15_ is seen in the efficiency for sample
NA31 SC34-3 which is increased with grid structure from 0.94_ to
1.13_, only a minor improvement at present. The gridded solar cell,
sample NA31 SC34-3, is shown in Figure 29. Grid spacings are . 4 cm,
thickness of grid stripe is . 016 turn. Total area of the cell is 0.57 cm z.
D. I-V Characteristics of Solar Cells
The forward I-V characteristics of these cells have been
determined from D.C. measurements and from 60 cycle I-V traces.
For all solar cells having the response peak at 0.45 _ the value of n
in the current-voltage relationship
I= _ e_ (e_..._V_V_ I) (3)
o rLkT
is found to be considerably greater than 2, with evidence from
capacity-voltage data discussed in a subsequent paragraph, that
wide space charge layers exist in many of the cells. These are
believed to be similar to the characteristics reported by Gershenzon
and Mikulyak (9) for their diffused junctions in gallium phosphide.
These authors suggest that the characteristics result from a nearly
compensated layer right at the junction.
In the case of the extrinsic cells characterized by a peak
response at 0.7 _, the value of n in Eq. (3) is found to be about 2
which suggests from the work of Sah, Noyce and Shockley (16) that
recombination center mechanisms may predominate in these cells.
The saturation current density, J = I /A, for both types of
o O
cells are found to be around 10 -s amperes/cm z at 300 ° K which is
orders of magnitude higher than one would predict for an ideal GaP
38.
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p-n junction. It should be noted that the junction areas range from
about 0. 1 to 0. 5 cm 2.
In Table XV are listed values of n for some of the solar cells
measured and the saturation current density. In two cases we have
attempted to deduce information about the nature of the recombination
centers from the forward I-V temperature characteristics assuming
the forward currents to be dominated by recombination currents of
the type discussed by Sah, Noyce and Shockley[. 16)" It was assumed
that if the recombination currents result from a single level near the
center of the forbidden band gap then one might expect to find from a
plot of I T- s z vs. 1/T that the slope of the curve would represent the
o
activation energy of the center if it were the dominant level. Hence
a slope of about 1. 15 eV was looked for. It was noted that the slopes
for the two cases, NA25 SC25-3 and NAZl SCZl-3 were considerably
less than this (0.46, 0. 18 eV) indicating very likely either that the
assumption of a single dominant trapping level is not sufficient
description of the space charge region or it is not located near the
center of the band. It is possible that multi trapping levels exist and
hence make the model invalid for our case.
In the last column of Table XV is given the forward series
resistance of the junction at 5 ma for some of our samples. These
values are considerably larger than the bulk resistance measured and
suggest that the low conversion efficiencies and poor solar characteristics
can be accounted for by the poor junction characteristics.
In Figure 30 we have shown the best I-V oscilloscope traces
obtained for our intrinsic 0.45 _ response cells and the extrinsic
0.7 _ response cells. Figure 31 is a typical I-V trace for the 0.45
response cell and Figure 3Z is a trace obtained on sample NA24 SC13-6
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showing a negative resistance in the forward direction.
E. Series Junction Resistance
As already noted above, at low forward currents at room
temperature, the I-V characteristics follow an I-V characteristic
with n > 2 which suggests dominance by recombination currents
in the space charge region. With increasing forward current, the
current appears generally to "saturate" with the inference of a high
series junction resistance predominating as noted in the last column
of Table XV. The resistance quoted was obtained after subtraction
of the bulk and lead resistances. There is little likelihood that the
level of operation of the solar cell is high enough such that
operation in the "injection" region of the forward I-V characteristic
is usually reached, thus in general accountin-g f-or the poor solar cell
characteristic s.
Figure 33 gives D.C. forward I-AZ characteristics at room
temperature of some sample cells. The so-called "saturation" can
15. .........
_ _=_* v,* i-tROUt v±-_ t/he CLi_ves.
F. Diffusion Length Measurements
Using the method of Logan and Chynoweth t13)," room
temperature measurements of diffusion length have been made on
mesas of some of the solar cells. From a plot of I/C/A (capacity/area) -I
vs. Jp (photo current density of the cell with reverse bias) the minority
carrier diffusion length can be determined. Such a plot is shown in
Figure 34 for sample NAI6 SC13-6 (from the plot, L D = 150 _).
Some values obtained by this method are shown in Table XVI.
Diffusion lengths have ranged from about 150 _ to about 5000 A.
Using a carrier diffusion constant of 2. 5 cmZ/sec the values of the
diffusion length correspond to values of minority carrier lifetime
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varying from I0 -Iz to i0- I0 sec. The generally short lifetimes are
in accord with those reported in GaP by Gershenzon and Mikulyak [9)"
(about I0- i0 sec. for injected carriers at low bias and the workers
at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories (14) (about 10 -12 sec).
Calculation of the diffusion length from spectral response
I 1
data using the relation of Lamond and Dale _ _)
1
I
Pl I+ c_zL
P expE-X, (_1-_)] (4)
I l+c_iL 3
Pz P
where I is the current at the peak response wavelength, I is the
Pl Pz
current for wavelength of half peak response, _x , _z are the
absorption coefficients at these points, X. is the junction depth, L
J P
is the diffusion length, gives for solar cell sample NA1, AP62-2
a diffusion length of about 0.8 x 10 -4 cm which is in fair agreement
with the above results. Assuming a carrier diffusion coefficient of
cm z]volt sec, one calculates a lifetime of 3 x 10 -9 sec which is
somewhat higher than noted above but probably less accurate
considering the approximate nature of the values substituted into
Eq. (4).
G. Capacity-Voltage Measurements
Capacity-voltage measurements taken on mesas of the
fabricated solar cells generally support the idea that the p-n junctions
are graded and appear to follow a 1/C 3 law as seen in Table XVI.
Figure 35 shows a plot of the capacity vs. voltage for sample
NA21 SC19-5. It appears to follow the 1/C s law. It has been
41.
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possible to fit, generally, the capacity-voltage data to the following
types of equations:
v +v.=- qa (c-Ti-a i 126 (5)
Va + V.1 = - 12¢qa (C--_A - WI)3
V +V = qa ( ¢ Wi)Z ¢a i - 12¢ C/----A- (C_ +-
W I
(Sa)
(Sb)
where V is the applied reverse voltage, V. is the built in voltage of
a 1
GaP, a constant and characteristic of the material. For n-type GaP
+
we have taken V. = 2 volts in order to fit the data.-- (This agrees
I
with the results of White and Logan (17) and Logan and Chynoweth). _13)
/
In the equations q is the electronic charge, ¢ the dielectric constant,
C the capacity of the junction, A the cross sectional area of the
junction and a is a concentration gradient in the graded junction. W I
is introduced into the equations to fit our experimental results. It
signifies that the space charge layer of the junction is extremely wide
and infers that the space charge layer is intrinsic so that we may in
these samples talk about a p-I-n cell. In Table VLI reference is made
to calculations from the data using eqs. (5-5b). One notes that some
of the samples with higher short circuit current densities have smaller
"I" layers and also the diffusion length is greater than the "I" layer.
This is especially true for mesa sample NA16 SC13-6.
+ Fixing the parameter V. necessitates introduction of another term,
42.
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since plots of 1/C 3 vs. V give rise to impossibly large values of built in
voltage in some cases as high as 10 volts.
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The "I" layer or W I as calculated for the samples in Table XVI
is seen to vary from 150 A to about 10 _. The gradient, a, is observed
to generally decrease with increasing width of I layer.
The mesas which have been used in these measurements
generally have areas in the range of 10 -3 cmz.
VI. EFFECT OF VARIOUS PHYSICAL STRUCTURES ON THE GA P
SOLAR CELL CHARACTER/STICS
With relatively poor structure of the GaP and use of GaAs
substrates, the effect of some of these parameters on solar cell
characteristics have been examined.
A. Effect of GaAs Substrate
With the thin (40 micron) epitaxial layers and the relatively
large areas desired, the GaAs substrate has been retained as a support.
The possible effect of the GaP-GaAs interface on the GaP solar cell
has been examined. The photovoltaic effect of this heterojunction due
to absorption of light transmitted by the GaP layer would be to oppose
the photovoltaic effect of the GaP p-n junction. Two experiments have
been conducted to check this effect.
(I). An experiment was conducted with an epitaxial specimen
consisting of n GaP (35 _) on n+ GaAs. An In-Sn-gold Kovar disc was
alloyed into the n+ GaAs substrate and a gold dot (. 025 cm dia. ) was
evaporated on the GaP. The open circuit voltage was observed under
a tungsten source to be 0.9 volts with the polarity opposite to that
* In order to further verify that most of the solar energy greater than
2. 2 eV is absorbed in a layer of 40 _, approximate calculations have
been carried out and shown in Appendix C which indicate that for a GaP
thickness of 15 microns about 809 of the energy > 2.2 eV is absorbed.
43.
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expected for the heterojunction (that is, the gold dot was positive
and the Kovar disc negative). This potential was therefore pri-
marily that of the photo response of the GaP-Au barrier. A portion
of the surface of the GaP including the gold dot was covered with
black wax and the sample rerneasured. The open circuit voltage
was reduced but the polarity remained the same. With black wax
completely covering the surface and sides, the open circuit voltage
was reduced to about 60 millivolts and the polarity was unchanged.
This experiment indicated that the effect of the GaP-GaAs
interface in this sample on the solar characteristics is small.
(2) A second experiment involved making a window directly
to the GaP and testing more directly the effect onthe solar
characteristics with and without the GaP-GaAs.
The procedure involved was to etch out a portion of the GaAs
from zinc diffused GaP cells to provide a window directly to the
back of the GaP n layer. The GaAs was masked with black wax
except for the portion to be etched away. The etch used was
1HF:3HNO3:2HzO. This etch attacks GaP only negligibly.
A sketch of the sample with contacts is shown in Figure 36.
Contact 2 is the original back contact of Au-Sn-Ni, contact 3 to
the GaP, is made in the same manner. Contact 3 is, as can be
seen, smaller than the "window". The top contact 1 employs
evaporated silver.
If a photovoltage is developed at the GaP-GaAs interface,
open circuit voltages and short circuit currents measured between
contacts 1 and Z, which include this interface, should differ from
those measured between contacts 1 and 3, which do not. No
differences have been noted on making the measurements under
a variety of conditions including normal solar cell testing conditions
both with our standard test apparatus and in sunlight and with a
microscope light using both front and back illumination. These
44.
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results seemed to indicate that with our method for making
material in the GaP-GaAs interface does not play a significant role
in determining the characteristics of the GaP solar cell.
As further comment it is only necessary to compare the
V of self supporting samples such as NA39 SC47-3 with that
oc
obtained for samples which have the GaAs suhstrate such as
NA31 SC34-3 for example to further verify the negligible effect
of the interface with our material preparative method:
V Volts
oc
Sample (in Sunlight)
NA31 SC34-3 I. 35 35
NA39 SC47-3 I. I0 IZ5
Thickness of
GaP, Comments
GaAs substrate
Self supporting
B. Effect of Top Metal-GaP Contact on Solar Cell
The possible effect of the photo voltage generated by the
top metal (silver)-GaP contact on the open circuit voltage of the
GaP solar cell was investigated. Successive masking of the con-
tact and the surface of the solar cell with black wax has led to no
change in open circuit voltage within the error of the experiment
as can he seen from Table XVII. It has been concluded that the
effect of the metal contact to the GaP does not effect the open
circuit voltage obtained.
C. Effect of Junction Depth on Solar Cell Characteristics
In Table XVIII is given the results of an investigation on the
effect of deeper junctions on the solar cell characteristics. Diffusions
with samples SC13-6 to SCZl-3 were carried out with both shallow
(-_ 0. 5 _) and deeper penetrations (3-5 _). The results show
agreement with what one expects from general solar cell theory.
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The open circuit voltage is independent of the junction depth while
the short circuit current density decreases using the deeper junction.
The results of this investigation would support the use of a shallow
junction as opposed to a deep junction.
D. Bump Density
Since the GaP surface is quite irregular, containing large
numbers of imperfections of the type shown in Figure 9b, hereafter
identified as bumps, an attempt has been made to correlate these
bumps with some electric characteristics such as the open circuit
voltage. Since all material presently made has these imperfections
on the surface, a count has been taken of them using a microscope
and recorded in terms of the number of bumps per cell area.
Table XIX is a tabulation of the bump density for some of the
fabricated cells together with the open circuit voltage and the short
circuit current density as measured with a tungsten source. No
obvious correlation exists between the bump density and the open
circuit voltages. This finding is not at variance with the observations
of Gershenzon and Mikulyak (4) that structural defects in GaP need
not perturb the electrical properties.
E. Effect of Crystal Orientation on Open Circuit Voltage
The possible effect of crystal orientation on the open circuit
voltage of the GaP solar cells was investigated. As noted from
Table XX no significant difference was noted which can specifically
be related to the orientation.
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VTT. OPTIMIZATION OF GAP GROWTH CONDITIONS WITH
SOLAR CELL SPECTRAL RESPONSE AND ELECTRICAL
CHARA C TE RIS TIC S
Using the sun as a source and with a series of Schott color
47.
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filter glasses to delineate the wavelength response of the GaP solar
cells, it was found that, with the exception of a few solar cells having
their main response at 0.7 _, most of the cells contribute mainly to
the short circuit current from response to wavelengths less than
0.5 _ . This is what one expects from theory. However, of
additional interest is the observation that the response peaks of
0.53 _, 0.58 _ and 0.7 _ (broad), in these cases account for less
than 5% of the current and in some cases less than 1%. However,
while they may not contribute in these cases to the current directly
they can in a detrimental way influence (reduce) the current and/or
voltage.
Since these response peaks have in some cases been
influenced by altering the zinc concentration it is felt that the spectral
response peaks of 0.55 _ , 0.58 _ and 0.7 _ (broad) found in the solar
cells are likely associated with impurities or imperfections in the lattice.
For ideal solar cell action the response only to the main band edge
is desired and hence the removal of the response in the longer wave-
length region by varying the crystal growing conditions and also their
specific influence on the solar cell are the subject of this section.
The effect of some of the growth conditions used in making
epitaxial GaP (i. e., the gallium and phosphorus source temperature
and the hydrogen flow rate) on the solar cell spectral response (peaks)
and the short circuit current density (Jsc) are shown in Table XXI.
For these series of exper iments the regular diffusion cycle and our
standard fabrication technique have been used in making the solar cells$_
I -_* See Section IV, this report, on solar cell fabrication.
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One notes from Table XXI that for our particular growing
technique a (Ga) source temperature of about 900 ° as compared with
the higher source temperature of 935 ° or 975 ° appears to give the
best combination of major response peak (0.45_) and highest short
circuit current in sunlight. A hydrogen flow rate between 95 cc/min
and 500 cc/min appears, on the basis of Table XII, to provide the
most desirable solar cell properties, It is beneficial to see whether
one cannot narrow, the optimum hydrogen flow rate by considering
additional electrical parameters such as the effect of J with
SC
temperature and the solar cell conversion efficiency_ (in sunlight)
at room temperature. In Table XXII are listed those samples grown
at a (Ga) source temperature of approximately 890 ° and having only
the characteristic 0.45 _ peak response. The above electrical
prope rties are compared for the vari ous hydrogen flow rates from
95 cc[min to 500 cc/min. Since ideally we would expect the short
circuit current to change only little with temperature in the range
to 300 ° C, our criterion should be based on looking for samples with
small slopes of J vs. 1/T. In Table XXII we have indicated the
sc - AE/kT
slopes from the J vs. I/T curve assuming that J de It
SC SC
will be seen that the samples having short circuit currents greater
than 0. 5 ma/cm a also exhibit the shallowest slopes and only a single
slope (_ 0.05 eV), whereas those generally with short circuit current
densities less than 0.5 ma/cm 2 have either two slopes or a higher
slope of . 08 eV. It is noted that the samples with the highest or the
multiple slopes have been grown with the highest hydrogen flow rate
(500 cc/min). There is one exception and that is sample NA30 SC31-3
Measurement made from open window between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.
with sample pointed toward sun. A 10_0 standard silicon solar cell was
also measured at the same time to determine the solar intensity - if the
incident intensity was lower than 80 mw/cm z measurements were not
taken.
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which in spite of the apparent higher J has exhibited no simple
sc
dependence of J with temperature. The curve was found to be
sc
irregular, staying constant then rising, then remaining constant.
A check of the conversion efficiency showed in spite of the high
J and V (see following discussion and Table XXIV) a value of
SC OC
only 0.45_ which is about half of that expected. The sample
unexpectedly revealed an apparent high internal series resistance
of unknown origin. Since another sample grown under similar
conditions gave poor results it appears that the flow rate of hydrogen
of 95 cc/min is not a reliable rate to use. From the data summarized
in Table XXJI, material grown with hydrogen flow rates between
150 cc/min and about 300 cc/min seem to give the highest values
of efficiency. For our work a hydrogen flow rate of about 300 cc/min
has been adopted as standard.
Another growth variable that was considered is the phosphorus
flow rate (or the P/Ga mole ratio). Data have been obtained to
optimize this variable with the other growth conditions kept constant -
that is, the Ga source temperature has been maintained at about
900* C., hydrogen flow rate at 300 cc/min and HC1 flow rate fixed
at about 2 cc/min. A < 100 > crystal orientation is being used. The
results are shown in Table XXLII with V , J and spectral response
OC SC
compared. It can be seen that with a phosphorus flow rate broadly
between 0.3 and 0.6 cc/min (or expressed as a P/Ga mole ratio
between 0.6 and 1.4) the best electrical properties and spectral
response are obtained.
Thus far the effect of the longer wavelength spectral response
(0. 53, 0.58, 0.7) on the magnitude of the short circuit current has
not been tacitly brought out, nor has it actually been determined
explicitly how the presence of these responses are detrimental to
49.
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solar cell performance. From Table XXI it would appear that in
certain cases even with the presence of these responses, short
circ._it current densities of 0.5 to 1 rna/cm 2 are observed in the
sun. On the other hand we note that in some of the cases there
appears to be a connection between the presence of response peaks
at 0.53 _, 0.58 _ and 0.7 _ and the low magnitude of the current
obtained. These are associated generally with the samples which
either have anomalously high mobilities, are initially p-type or have
very high resistivity epitaxial layers.
To more clearly show the possible effect of these extraneous
responses on the GaP solar cell we consider the relationship of the
measured open circuit voltage and the value of the voltage at the
knee (Vknee) of the forward I-V trace of these samples, i.e., where
there is a change in slope and the current increases more rapidly
than the voltage. All of our data was taken with a Tektronix Scope
Model No. 5B6 with the current scale at 0.2 ma/cm and the voltage
at 0.5 volts/cm. It is known that this value should closely approximate
the built in voltage of about 1.5 v for GaP for an ideal case. Further,
the open circuit voltage measured in sunlight should be in reasonable
agreement with Vknee if the internal cell resistance is low.
In Table XXIV are listed the parameters Vknee, spectral
response peaks, Voc (sunlight) and 5sc(sunlight) for some of
the above samples. Several effects are noted: (1) in those samples
where only the major spectral response is found one observes good
correlation between Voc and Vknee. (2) The presence of the extraneous
peaks appears to be associated with disagreement between Vknee and
V 0 This may suggest that if we associate these response peaks with
oc
impurities, it is possible the location of these impurities (i. e., whether
in the p, space charge or n region) and its position with respect to the
Fermi level in these regions may determine its role. It is also
possible that photoconducting effects in addition to a photovoltaic
effect may occur. (3) In general the presence of these response
peaks appears to lower the open circuit voltage below that observed
when only the O. 45 response is present. It therefore appears that
the open circuit voltage should be a sensitive indicator of sample
purity and that these extraneous responses are generally undesirable.
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VIII. DISCUSSION
Two main types of GaP solar cells have resulted from this work:
(1) An extrinsic cell having its main spectral response at room
temperature in a broad band roughly centered at about 0.75 microns,
(Z) an intrinsic cell having its principal response at about 0.45 microns.
The differences between the cells have been noted in V A, it
being readily apparent that the high temperature characteristics of the
intrL__sic cell are superior and since a primary objective of the
development is the feasibility of GaP solar cells for high temperatures
our present attention will be focused on the intrinsic cell. Thus far,
at room temperature for the intrinsic cell the highest short circuit
current density obtained in sunlight, as noted in Section VA has been
2 ma/cm 2, the highest open circuit voltage has been 1.35 volts. Cell
areas have ranged from 0. 1 to 0_ 5 cmz. The temperature coefficient
of the open circuit voltage, _, was found to be about 3 mv/deg.
Ideally for GaP, from the maximum rate of carriers generated
by solar radiation at the absorption edge of GaP (9.6 x 1016/cm 2/sec)
and with 100_ collection efficiency a short circuit current density of
15 ma/cm 2 might be expected. From the relationship of Moss (18)
J
SC
e_
= kL [c_+ kL - (1 + c_) exp (t/L - kt) ] = O (collection efficiency
(kZLZ-l) (cosh t/L + otsinh t/L)
where J is the short circuit current density, e is the electron charge,
SC
is the number of photons generated per sec per cm z, k is the absorption
coefficient, L is the carrier diffusion length (hole and electron diffusion
lengths are assumed equal), t is the thickness of the p-layer, and _ is a
surface recombination factor, one can, by assuming appropriate values
for kt, kL (:k + < kL, kL _ 1) and neglecting surface recombination
( ce= 0), estimate a collection efficiency at room temperature of 50_.
The short circuit current density is then 7 ma/cm 2.
(6)
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The calculated values for J of about 7 ma/cm z is about
sc
3 to 4 times larger than the present observed values. Grirnrneiss and
coworkers (2B) have reported in GaP short circuit currents of up to
5 ma/cm z and an open circuit voltage of up to I. 2 volts in small area
(_ 10 -3 cm z) GaP photovoltaic cells.
The difference between our observed value of 2 ma/cm z and
that calculated from theory could be accounted for in terms of short
diffusion length or that the material is not as yet under control. The
presence of junctions which appear to have wide layers in them arising
from the effects of compensation or near compensation when zinc
(or another suitable diffusant) is diffused into the n carrier material
appears to be good evidence of the material problem and the lack of
control in fabricating junctions. This is not to say that junctions with
wide I layers are necessarily detrimental to obtaining theoretical
short circuit current densities, but it is rather good evidence that the
fabricator at present cannot anticipate or control the type of junction
obtained and thus the resultant short circuit current characteristics
are not optimized.
While the values of J obtained depend very sensitively on
SC
the ability to accurately control the material, as pointed out by
personnel of the Lewis Research Center, the feasibility of utilizing
gallium phosphide solar cells at high temperatures can be determined
from measurements of open circuit voltage at high temperatures using
cells exhibiting the fundamental spectral response of 0.45 _ .
See Section VTT on optimization of material for the O. 45 _response.
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From solar cell theory and for an ideal junction the open circuit
voltage V , is given by the following expressions:
oc
kT
V =-- In
oc q
JL nn
2. Z3 x 10 31 qT s
- aT
dT
e kT
(7)
where T is the absolute temperature, n is the carrier concentration
n
of the base material, D is the hole diffusion constant, T- • = _ is
p n
P dEg is the temperature
the minority carrier lifetime, Eg is the energy gap, dT
coefficient of the energy gap and JL is the short circuit current density.
Equation 7 has been calculated for gallium phosphide assuming
an energy gap of Z. Z5 eV at 300 ° K, a temperature coefficient of energy
gap of -5.4 x 10 TM eV/deg (20) and with 7 taken as 10 TM sec. The results
P
of the calculation are given on the linear plot of Figure 37. At 300 ° K
an open circuit voltage of I. 68 volts would be expected for gallium
phosphide.
It should be mentioned that in spite of the fact the major
absorption occurs at the higher energies ( k _ 0.45 _ ) and more nearly
corresponds to the "direct transition" band gap (contrary to some of
the other semiconductors), the lower band energy of 2. Z5 eV was used
in the calculation since it is assumed that electrons with higher
energies will lose the energy difference between Z. 75 and Z. Z5 eV
through some energy consuming phonon interaction process in changing
from upper to lower conduction band.
One can express the voltage-temperature plot of Figure 37 in
terms of the simple linear relation:
v =v -S(t-z3)
oc oc(Z3)
where Voc is the open circuit voltage at any temperature t, Voc(Z3)
(8)
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is the open circuit voltage at Z3 ° C., t is the temperature in degrees
centigrade and _ is the temperature coefficient of the voltage.
On the basis of Equations 7 and 8 and Figure 37 we would
expect for a gallium phosphide solar cell a _ of about 3.0 mv/deg.
In the succeeding paragraphs we shall discuss our experimental
results obtained with cells having the 0.45 _ response.
One notes from Table XIII that _ appears to vary from
around Z. 5 mv/deg to a maximum of 4. 4 mv/deg. The majority of
the cells appear to be close to the value of 3 mv/deg. In fact taking
into account the uncertainty in the slopes, aside from sample NA30 SC31-3,
most samples fall well within the calculated value of _.
It is of interest to examine the V -temperature results obtained
OC
experimentally with that expected from theory as denoted in Eq. (7).
This comparison is shown in Figure 37. The experimental and theoretical
curves give about the same slope (B = 3 mv/deg) as already noted and
this would tend to imply that the largest effect on temperature is the
change in energy gap - this being the only factor in the expression in
Eq. (7) permitted to vary with temperature (in first approximation). A
second factor needs to be examined in Figure 37 and that is the absolute
difference in magnitude existing (at any temperature) between that
expected theoretically and that obtained experimentally. There is,
for example, a difference of about . 3 volts between the best experimental
observation and theory. The difference cannot be simply accounted for
in terms of lifetime or diffusion length as permitted in Eq. (7). While
it is possible to account for the difference in terms of another phenomena
such as recombination currents as has been pointed out by Wysocki
and Kappaport (14) it is also of advantage to examine the spread in voltage
of GaP solar cells shown on the figure. One may generally note from the
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semiconductor of energy gap E and N E is the input power where
G ph av
Npn is the number of incident photons and Eav is their average energy
in electron volts.
For the ideal case where every photon generates an electron-
hole pair in the semiconductor of energy _ Z, 2 eV, and neglecting losses
of any kind one calculates from expression (9) an efficiency of about
17_. If, however, we use the results obtained earlier in the discussion
for a collection efficiency of 50_, then the conversion efficiency to be
expected approaches 8% at room temperature.
To account for the difference between our experimentally
obtained conversion efficiency of 1 _ and the calculated of 8% we note
from Sections V D and E that large series junction resistances appear
to dominate most of the cells. This statement draws additional direct
and indirect support from a variety of measurements made in Section V.
eV/nkT
such as the high values ofn (I= I e ), n_6, high values of
O
apparent built in voltage (4 Z) which "require" the introduction of an
"I" layer in the space charge region, evidence of negative resistance
regions in the forward direction of I-V traces.
One explanation of the high series resistance is that it results
from compensation or near compensation arising when an electrically
active impurity (say zinc) is diffused into a region containing deep centers
of the opposite type. Such an explanation has been proposed by Gershenzon
and Mikulyak. (9) Other methods of obtaining this condition involving
special combinations of donor, acceptor and trapping states are also
pos sible.
The extrinsic cell, having its main spectral response at 0.7 _,
has given rise to a conversion efficiency of about 2% with a room
temperature short circuit current density of about 5 ma/cm z and an
open circuit voltage as high as 0.7 volts. Its high temperature char-
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acteristics as already mentioned are inferior to the intrinsic cell.
It is,of course, surprising that one obtains such a large
response at 0.7 _ with so little noted at the expected intrinsic response
of 0.45 _ for GaP solar cells ( Table XIV for cell NAZI SCZ1-3). In
order to further verify that the results obtained were associated with
GaP, a spectral response curve was taken of the starting material
(SCZ1-3), using a gold dot on the surface and an alloyed Au-Sn-Kovar
back contact. The curved showed definite spectral response features
characteristic of GaP (16) i.e. a main response peak at _ 0.46 _ and
another peak at 0.56 _. The shift in response (to 0.7 _) on fabrication
as deduced from these results appears to be related to the diffusion
process and/or heat treatment.
While it is believed that the mechanism leading to current
generation in the 0.7 _ cells must likely involve a two step excitation
consisting either of two optical steps or one optical and one thermal
step, the nature of the centers responsible for the 0.7 _ response in
the epitaxial GaP is unknown. The 0.7 _ response has been found to
occur as a major response at the fabrication, however, in epitaxial
material grown initially with a low hydrogen flow rate (Table XXI).
Since the background level of ionized impurities in our material
is 10 is cm -3 (see following paragraphs) with net carrier levels of 1016 ,
self compensation is suggested. To achieve the close compensation
noted in many of the samples which still remain n-type, it is suggested
that a deep donor which could correspond to the 0.7 _ level could be
present. If this is so, it could be the same as the 0.4 eV donor
postulated by Gershenzon and Mikulyak (1)" and thought to be due to
oxygen. This model remains to be verified.
From the point of view of examining the high series junction
resistance found in the intrinsic 0.45 _ cells and the present limitations
58.
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on these solar cell characteristics, we have calculated the total number
of ionized impurities, N I, found in the starting n-type GaP. The data for
the calculations were obtained from Table III. Only those samples were
used which had the < 100 > orientation and from which GaP solar cells
having the 0.45 _ response were fabricated. The calculation of N I has
been made for a 300 ° K temperature assuming the effective mass and
free mass are the same, that the lattice mobility at 300 ° K is about
500 crn z/volt sec and that the Brooks-Herring equation for ionized
impurities holds. Typical data are shown in Table XXVI for N I the total
number of ionized impurities and the number of acceptors, N A, and
donors, ND, leading to compensation and the measured carrier con-
centration as deduced from Hall measurements. These results indicate
a large inherent background level of ionized impurities of the order of
10 's (since no impurities have been added) and a rather high degree of
compensation.
To more clearly point up the direction for the material effort
as well as show improvement in the solar cell characteristics with
increased purity the open circuit voltage at 200 ° C of solar cells made
from these samples was noted in column V of Table XXVI. The value
at 200 ° C was chosen so that any surface (or extrinsic low temperature)
effects would be minimized. It is noted that with decreasing impurity
content, V increases. A plot of Table XXVI is shown in Figure 39,
OC
where the value of V at 200 ° C is plotted against N I . The pointsoc
shown have been plotted and it is noted that a straight line can be drawn
through the points. If one extrapolates this line to the theoretical value
of V at 200 ° C as deduced from classical theory and Eq. (7) i.e.
OC
V -- 1.15 volts, one notes that the value of N I must be reducedtooc
2 x 1017/cm 3 or an improvement in the material of about an order of
magnitude is required in order to approach the theoretical open circuit
voltage at 200 ° C. This has also been noted in Table XXVI.
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IX. C ONC LU SIONS
A. Material Preparation
Thick, self supporting layers of GaP can be grown in an open
tube system using hydrogen chloride transport. Rates in excess of
0.5 _/rain are feasible but structure and purity considerations appear
to favor a lower rate of about 0.1 _/min requiring long deposition times.
Smooth surfaced epitaxial layers free of major defects can be
obtained by using slightly off (100) orientation substrate surfaces with
present cleaning techniques (including a high temperature treatment
of the substrate in hydrogen containing phosphorus vapor) and at
moderate doping levels. It is probable that structure and/or growth
rates can be improved under conditions of higher purity.
Contamination of the gallium phosphide originates in the
hydrogen chloride transfer gas, in the phosphorus source and from
reaction of the gases with the hot silica wall. Modest improvement in
purity has been made using hydrogen reduction of AsC13 to generate HC1
and tentatively by minimizing the vaporizati on temperature of phosphorus.
The total electrically active impurity concentration of about 5 x 10 is
atoms/cm 3 must be reduced by an order of magnitude or more in order
to reach theoretical open circuit voltage in the gallium phosphide solar
cells. The outlook for success is good.
A pronounced segregation of donor and/or acceptor impurities
or difference in compensation mechanism exists among surfaces growing
in different directions; order of magnitude differences in net carrier
level being found for (ill)B, (110), (100), and (lll)A orientation in that
order. The best direction is the < 100 > although with significant
improvement in purity the (111)B might be preferred.
Doping with zinc, tellurium and tin has been demonstrated, but
not fully developed. Low level tin doping apparently increases the Hall
mobility but not the corresponding solar cell properties.
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A significant improvement in structure and in economy of source
material might be achieved by using an I-I z O transport system rather
than HCf transport but this is offset by the difficulty of working at the
higher temperature required and the problem of maintaining purity at
this high temperature.
Confirmation by XRD of successful deposition of single crystal
GaP in early experiments using a close-space wet hydrogen technique
make this method attractive for further exploration.
B. Solar Cell Fabrication
The ability to produce relatively large area epitaxial GaP has
permitted p-n diffused junction GaP solar cells of 0.45 _ response
to be fabricated having areas up to about 0. 5 cm 2. From these cells
we have been able to obtain at room temperature (in sunlight) a V
oc
of 1. 35 volts, a J of 2 rna/cm z and a conversion efficiency of l_.
SC
With increasing temperature the open circuit voltage decreases with
temperature apparently following the variation of energy gap with
temperature. However, at a temperature of 350 ° C., the open circuit
voltage is still 0_ 4 volts which is lower than one expects on the basis
of classical theory and an ideal junction.
]Evidence accumulated on junction characteristics indicate that
a limitation on the solar cell characteristics is imposed by the large
series junction resistance which results from compensation effects
probably arising during the diffusion of zinc to form the p-n junction.
The inability to control the junction characteristics closely
enough which limits solar cell performance at present is partially
a reflection however of the presence of large amounts of impurities
of various types and forms present in the starting material. There are
indications that even with measured net carrier concentrations of
1016/cm s, the total number of ionized impurities may be in the 1018/cm s
range with a high degree of compensation. Spectroscopic analysis has
confirmed this.
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That progress has been made in reducing the total impurity
content in the starting material is reflected by the fact that the open
circuit voltage has been raised at 350 ° C. from about 0. 2 volts with
an impurity content in the l019 range to 0.4 volts with a total im-
purity content of about l018. Another order of magnitude decrease
in total ionized impurity is indicated if the open circuit voltage is
to be raised to the theoretical value of about 0.7 volts expected at
350 ° C. Further material purification may also lead to improved
junction characteristics.
A second type of solar cell has been noted in the GaP which
has a spectral response peak at 0.7 _ and has been labelled
"extrinsic" The cell has a J of about 5 ma/cm 2, a V of about
SC OC
0.7 volts and conversion efficiency of about 2_ all at room temperature.
This cell has inferior temperature properties to the intrinsic 0.45
cell and is believed to involve impurities although the generation
mechanism leading to the current and voltage is not known.
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X, RE C OMME N DA TIONS
A. Material Preparation
1. Epitaxial growth of gallium phosphide on gallium arsenide
substrates by the open tube, HCf transport process should be con-
tinued. While there seem: to be definite limitations on the growth
rates and yields that can be obtained in this system, it does have
the advantage of permitting direct synthesis from the elements at
relatively low temperatures and so may offer the best route to
high purity gallium phosphide. Furthermore, controlled doping
with either donors or acceptors is readily accomplished by
injecting a volatile dopant source into the gas stream.
Specific recommendations to improve purity are as follows:
(a). High purity AsCI 3 is available which, with proper
handling, on reduction in hydrogen, should provide an HC1 source
orders of magnitude purer than any yet employed and effectively
eliminate the carrier gas as a source of contamination. Phosphorus
trichloride, in equivalent purity would serve the same purpose and
without reduction would also serve as a phosphorus source.
(b). To obtain a phosphorus source of higher purity than
presently available, measures to purify phosphorus should be under-
taken. Other sources such as PCI_ or PH 3 should be investigated.
(c). Recently new high purity refractory materials including
pyrolytic carbon and pyrolytic boron nitride have become available
commercially. These should be tried as tube liners or substitutes
for silica in the parts of the apparatus exposed to the reactive gases
at high temperatures.
(c). Improvement in purity of polycrystalline GaP, either
melt grown or solution grown, will make it more attractive as a
source material for high purity epitaxial GaP. As such material
becomes available, it should be tested.
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Steps to improve the growth rates and yields as well as uniformity
in electrical properties over large area epitaxial deposits should be
taken. Redesign of the apparatus should make this possible.
2. The HzO transport process in the open tube system should be
investigated further. Although higher temperatures are required,
higher growth rates and yields and improved structure have been
indicated. Except for oxygen doping, toleration for which must be
established, improved purity may also be possible through oxygen
suppression of reaction with silica.
3. Investigation of close-space methods for growing epit_xial
GaP should be continued. This method shows promise of producing
the thick uniform layers required. The purity, however, will depend
upon the availability of high purity polycrystalline GaP.
4. The investigations recommended above should continue studies
of the effect of orientation on the growth and properties of epitaxial
GaP.
5. Techniques to control doping should be refined and developed
for both n- and p-type dopants, and the effect of doping on solar cell
parameters investigated.
B. Material Evaluation
I. In addition to analytical investigations by emission spectroscopy
and mass spectometry, and electrical characterization by Hall coefficient
and resistivity measurements, structural studies should be made.
These should include etch and decoration techniques to measure
dislocation densities and strain birefringence measurements as well
as the usual visual and microscopic examination for gross structural
defects.
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C. Solar Cell Fabrication
1. With evidence that the intrinsic GaP solar cells have
potentially useful and interesting properties at temperatures in the
range of 350* C. further attention must be l_id to improving the
junction characteristics and reducing the series junction resistance.
The diffusion step leading to the p-n junction fabrication should be
studied in greater detail with the initial objective of trying to obtain
more abrupt junctions. A case in point is the zinc-phosphorus
system in which the phosphorus may be influential in controlling
the zinc surface concentration and junction depth. Other diffusants
or diffusant systems providing both shallow and/or deeper levels
may be studied.
2. A study of the optical and electrical properties such as Hall
effect and resistivity with temperature would facilitate efforts to
purify the material and provide knowledge of some of the levels
present _ the _terial.
B. A rearmlysis of the theory of wide p-n junctions particularly
as it pertains to the GaP solar cell would be useful.
4. Further work on improving contacts at temperatures above
300" C. both from an electrical and mechanical standpoint should
be carried out.
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XI. SAMPLES SENT TO NASA
Samples fabricated into solar cells and sent to Lewis
Research Center NASA together with their characteristics
are given in Table XXVII.
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XIII. APPENDICES
Appendix A: Fabrication and Evaluation of Solar Cells formed using
Cadmium as Diff_san_
Use of cadmium as a diffusant to form p-n junctions in GaP
has not been brought along as far as zinc and the preliminary results
are recorded here. It will be noted from Tables XVIII (Fabrication)
and XXIX (Evaluation) that the overall results are thus far inferior
to those obtained using zinc. Cadmium, as expected, does not
diffuse as rapidly as zinc.
Appendix B: Evaluation of Solar Cells made from GaP epitaxially
prepared by other Methods.
in addition to GaP prepared epitaxially as described in the
material preparation section, other methods of making GaP by
epitaxial means have been tried. The evaluation of cells prepared
from GaP prepared by the HzO transport method and by another
method at Monsanto are given in Table XXX. In these cases zinc
was diffused in at 800 ° C. for 3 minutes to form a p-n junction.
The fabrication procedure was similar to that described earlier in
Section IV.
From Table XXX we note that the H z O transport method
appears to give values of V and J which compare with values
OC SC
obtained by the open tube method.
The values of V J obtained with material n%ade by the
OC* SC
Monsanto method are lower than those obtained with GaP prepared
by the HzO transport method.
Further evaluations are required to make better judgments.
Appendix C: Thickness of Absorbed GaP Layer
Estimates have been made of the amount of solar energy
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greater than 2.2 eV which is absorbed in GaP as a function of the
thickness of GaP. In these calculations the absorption coefficient
was approximated from the measurements of Spitzer, et al(25) and
assumed to vary as the square of the photon energyj i.e.,
(E) = A (E-Eo)Z, Here a¢ (E) is the absorption coefficient at a
particular photon energy, A is a constant to be fitted (A = 6.25 x
10 3 cm'I/eV), E = 2.2 eV. The number of photons available as
O
a function of energy (> 2.2 eV) was approximated from the avail-
able data on the solar spectrum in the energy range of interest for
GaP ( > 2.2 eV) by a parabola having the following form:
n (E) = n - >(E-E,) z
O
where n (E) are the number of available photons as a function of
energy, n , _ , E, are constants. The equation with the appropriate
o
constants was found to be
n(E) = 3.5 x I0 t7 - 2.43 x 10 ts (E-I) z
The results of the calculations are plotted in Figure 40.
These approximate calculations indicate that for a GaP
thickness of 15 microns about 80% of the energy > 2.2 should be
absorbed.
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SC41
SC42
SC45
SC46
SC47
SC50
SC51
SC5Z
SC53
SC55
(Sn)
(AI_03)
TABLE VI
Segregation of Impurities with Substrate Position
<Iii > B Hall Bars
Carrier Density(10 -.8)
I st Znd
1.7 .59
1.3 Z. 8
1.5 .28
Z. 9 .83
Z. 0 .93
Z. 0 .84
.98 i.I
• 3Z . 17
2.7 3.1
Z. 2 1.0
1.3 .Z0
Mobility
I st Znd
84 160
61 67
66 IZ0
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2Z 76
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68 93
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TABLE VIII
Properties of Doped GaP Epitaxial Lav_
Sample Thickne s s
No. SOurce
£ n
SC16-3 GaP + P(L) 50 -- --
+ 3.0 x 10'9 Te .017 32 I. 9 x 1019
SC18-3 Ga + P(A-AI45) 26
• 29 55 5.3x 10 *v
-5 + 1 x 10 _s Te 20 .66 53 2. 0 x 1027
SC19-3 Ga + P(A-AI45) 34 • 23 46 6. 2 x 102v
-5 + 1. 3 x 1029 Te 25 • 59 38SC20-3 Ga, Te reused +
3.8 x 1027
P (AAI45) 43 .052 79 I. 5 x i0 _8SC21-3 ,,
SC22-3 ,, 10"
SC23-3 ,, 15 non ohmic contacts
21 •046 45 3. Z x 1028
SC29-3 Ga + P(AAI45) + •043 47 3. I x 1028
an (350 ° ) 55 • 037 (2.5) (6 x 1028) (p)
SC30-3 Ga, Zn reused + 95
P (A-A145) 2.4 96 3. 2 x 102S(n )
SC33-3_ Ga, 1.65x1029 Sn 105
• 86 180 6.0 x 1026
5 + P(AA146) 97 1.40 100 10_6SC46-3 Ga, 1. llxl0Zo Sn 325 4.6 x
-5 + P(M105) . 14 90 5. 1 x 1027
-7 240 .15 79 5. 5 x 1027
105 . 115 49 1.45 x 1028
Very ragged inter£ace, non-standard growth Conditions.
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TABLE XVII
Effect of Top Metal Contact to GaP Solar Cell on Open Circuit Voltage
GaP Solar Cell NA-16, SC14-2
i
!
i
Total Cell Area
Uncovered
cm 2
• ZZ (total cell area)
.16
.II
• 077
0
Open Circuit Voltage
V Volts
OC
1.05
1.03
I. 00
• 98
0
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II
I
I
t
i
I
I
II
li
ii
I
!
I
!
!
i
II
Diff.
Run
No.
NAI 6
NA20
NA21
NA20
NA2 l
NA22
NA22
NA22
NA22
NA22
TABLE XVIII
Effect of Junction Depth on Jsc
Junction V
Sli c e Depth o c
No. (;2) (Volts)
SC13-6 < 0.5 0.58
SC13-4 0.5 0.73
SC19-5 < 0.4 0.96
SC17-3 < 0.5 0.60
SC21-3 < 0.4 0.74
SCI 3-6 3 0.65
SC13-4 3 0.74
SC19-5 5 0.92
SC17-3 5 0. 96
SC21 -3 4 0.62
J
SC
(ma I cm2)
0.01
0.12
0.12.
0.20
5.0
O. 005
O. OO6
O. 06
0.04
1.14
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NA31 SC34-3
NA32 8C34-5
NA31 SC33-5
NA26 SC28-3
NA26 SC27-3
NA30 SC31-3
NA21 SC20.3
NA33 SC37-3
NA33 SC37.6
NA34 SC40.3
TABLE XXV
O_0._enCi*'cu/t _e _ vs. Temperature
V Temp. trn (°C) V
Oc Coefficient (_ Max. oc
(z3"c) m,,/°c !emp. at tm (°c) "
1. 15 3.5 225 0. 5
1.2 2.78 225 0. 63
1. 0 2.5 225 0. 6
1. 15 3.0 350 0.28
1. 05 2.83 350 0.26
• 1.20 4, 4 325 0. 07
• 96 3, 74 275 O. 12
t. z_U _" _ ,_:,u _,. _
• 96 2.75 350 O. 20
I. 24 2.8 350 0. 40
t Measured with tungsten source or sunlight.
n Initial
1. 4x10*s
1. 05x1016
4. 6x10i6
2. 7x10J6
4. 8x1014
2 x I016
I. 5xl OiS
;.. :._:3 ''_
I. IxlOiS
I. 5xlO 16
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TABLE XXVII
Sample:
Samples sent to Lewis Research Center
NA- 31 NA- 31 NA- 32 NA- 2 Z
SC 34-3 SC 33-5 SC 34-5 SC Z1-3
Growth Conditions:
Source Temp. (°C)
Substrate Temp. (°C)
Hz Flow Rate (cc/min)
HC1 Flow Rate (cc/min)
P4 Flow Rate (cc/rnin)
Layer Thickness (/1)
wCarrier Conc. (No/cm 3)
/l(cmZ/volt sec)
p (ohm- cm)
Diffusion:
Dopant
Temp (°C)
Time (min)
Cell Evaluation:
l-'-layer conc _no/cm -)
(cmZ/volt sec)
Jct. Depth (/I)
Forward I-V Trace,
Vknee(volt s)
Max. power (in sum) (mw)
Voc (volts)
Jsc (ma/cm z)
Cell area (cm z)
Efficiency (in sun) (relative
to std. Si solar Cell), (%)
Spectral Response ( /1}
Slope Jsc vs. 1/T (ev)
ev
D.C. If-vf " I o exp nk--T,n
895 975 895 890
825 790 815 815
310 300 310 15
Z. 3 Z.Z 2.3 0.92
.9 .78 .9 Z. 0
35 .78 •9 2. 0
i. 4x10 .6 4. 6x10 z6 I. ixl0 .6 P-type**
76 i00 79 -
5.9 1.40 8.8 -
zinc zinc zinc zinc
800 800 800 800
3 3 3 i0
,o ,o _ _18 . ^IQ
K,. _XJLU L). U2c_J.U #, L.'..",.m_',.' _. _-_v
Z3 2Z 15 31
1.5 -_0.8 Z. 0 4
1.1 1.2 1.2
• 608* . 38* . 18Z*
1. 35 1. 30 1. 30
1.43 0.92 0.76
0. 57 0. 54 0. Z7
1. 1" 0. 75* 0. 7*
0. 45 0. 45 0.45
• 06 .06 .06
4 6 5 2
.6
.224 +
0. 58
4.0
0.18
1.68 +
0.75(broad)
+
Based on solar intensity,
From C-V data
Based on solar intensity,
as measured with Si solar cell, of 94 mw/cm z
as measured with Si solar cell, of 74 mw/cm z
TABLE XVIII (Continued)
Samples to Lewis Research Center
Sample:
Growth Conditions:
Source Temp. (°C)
Substrate Temp. (°C)
Ha Flow Rate (cc/min)
HE1 Flow Rate (cc/min)
P4 Flow Rate (cc/min)
O rientation
Layer thickness (bt)
n Carrier Cone ( no/cm 3)
(cruZ/volt sec)
D( ohm-cm )
NA34 SC39-3
908
830
300
Z. 15
0.65
<100 >
135
Z. i x 10 t6
96
3.9
NA34 SC40-3
898
827
300
2.2
0.3
< 100 >
115 ,.
1. 5 x 10 t6
98
4.3
Diffusiorr:
Dopant Zinc Zinc
Temp (0 C) 800 800
Time (min) 3 3
Cell Evaluation:
p-layer COnE (No/cm 3) 1. 8 x 1018
p (cmZ/volt sec) 21
jEt. depth ( _ 1
Cell area (cm z) 0.22
Spectral Response peak (_) 0.45
Jsc (ma/cmZ) at 23°C in sunlight 1. 13
V (volts) at 23°C in sunlight 1. 35
OC
Temp. Coeff. V , fl, (mv/deg) --_2. 5
OC
V at 300 ° C 0. 52
oc
I. 5 x 10 '8
Zl
1
0. Z0
0. 45
1.05
0.54
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
l
i
I
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TABLE XVIII (Continued)
Samples to Lewis Research Center
Sample:
NA36
SCZ7-3
Growth Conditions:
Source Temp. (°C)
Substrate Temp. (oc)
H z flow rate (cc/rnin)
HC1 flow rate (cc/min)
P4 flow rate (cc/min)
Orientation
Layer thickness (/2)
n Carrier Conc. (No/cm 3)
/2 (cruZ/volt sec)
p (ohm cm)
890
815
170
1
.75
< 100 >
25
4. 8 x 1016
74
2.7
Diffusion:
Dop ant
Temp. (°C)
Zinc
80O
Cell Evaluation:
P-layer conc (No. /cm3)
/2( cmZ/ volt sec)
Jct. dpth (12)
Cell area (cmZ)
Spectral Response Peak (_
3. 3 x 1018
27
1.5
.50
0. 45
V (volts) st 23 ° C in tungsten 1.29
OC
Temp. Coeff. V , _ (mv/deg) 3
oc
V at 300° C 0.48
oc
NA36
SCZ8-3
890
815
170
1
• 87
< 100 >
35
Z. 7 x 1016
88
3. Z
Zinc
800
o
4. 9 x 10'8
Z7
1.0
•49
0. 45
1.08
3.1
0. 43
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Figure 1:
Figure 2:
Figure 3:
Figure 4:
Figure 5:
Figure 6:
Figure 7:
Figure 8:
Figure 9:
Figure 10:
LIST OF FIGURES
Schematic of system for growth of single crystal
GaP by vapor phase deposition.
Typical Temperature Profile and Sample Positions.
SC5-4 Extremely ragged interface with large voids.
500 X.
Sample NA-5, AP88-5 - Sectioned to show p-n
junction. Magnification - 500 X; p-layer depth
Z _ - note ragged junction and relatively poor
GaP-GaAs interface.
AP89-Z - 10 _ Typical bumps grown on < 100 >
surface without high temperature pretreatrnent
with phosphorus in hydrogen. 50X
SCZ7-3, 25 _, nearly bump free surface showing
effect of orientation.
SC3Z-3, 130 _ Grown at 874 ° in steep temperature
gradient.
SC30-3, 95 _ showing relatively small bumps which
may have nucleated after about half the thickness
had been grown. Compare with SCZ7-3, Z5 _ in
Figure (6).
(a) SC18-5, 20_, 2.0x 10 *7 , "rounded rectangular"
bumps, many with flat tops. (b) SCZ4-5, 57 _,
5. 1 x 10 *7, "square pyramidal" bumps. (c) SC16-3,
50 _, I. 9 x I019, parallel ridges caused by very
heavy tellurium doping. (d) SCZ9-3, 55 _, 6 x I0 *s
(p), high concentration of bumps elongated in "A"
direction caused by zinc doping.
(a) SCZ6-3, 45 _ , < 3.6 x i0 *6, overlapping "square
pyramidal bumps, 100X. (b) SC19-3, 34 _, 6. Z x 10 *7
peaked rounded rectangular bumps, 100X. (c) SCZ9-3
55 _, 6 x I018 (p) Zn doped, well developed "p-type"
elongated oval bumps, Z00X. (d) SC30-3, 95 _,
3. Z x 1016 (n) Zn doped, small peaked "p-type" rounded
rectangular bump, 100X.
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Figure 11:
Figure 12:
Figure 13:
Figure 14:
Figure 15:
Figure 16:
Figure 17:
Figure 18:
Figure 19:
Figure 20:
Figure 21:
Figure 2Z:
Figure Z3:
Figure 24:
LIST OF FIGURES
SC37-10 Typical Growth on < 111 > A Surface.
Edge 370 _, Center 215 _.
SC37-6 Typical Growth on (111) B Surface _ 95 _.
SC53-5 Typical Growth on (llO) surface. 10O _.
SC5307 Growth on (lll)B surface. 1Z5 _.
SC51-3 Growth on (1DO) surface,45 _.
SC51-5 Growth on (llO) surface. ZZ _.
SC5107 Growth on (lll)B. 40 _ .
SC44-Z Growth on (III)B Surface by HzO Transport.
Note (110) facets.
SC44-5 Growth on (100) Surface by HzO Transport.
Sides heavily etched, Arrow shows direction of gas
f].OW,
SC44-3 Spontaneously cleaved section of GaP layer
grown by H zO transport on GaAs, Not etched,
500X.
Delineated Junction of Sample NAZ6 SC30-3
showing improved junction front; junction located
.7 _ below surface; Magnification 500 X.
Lavite Holder for Measuring Temperature
Characteristics of Solar Cell,
V vs, Source-Sample Separation with Tungsten
OC
Source at room temperature and 225 ° C,
Comparison of V vs, Temperature for GaP
OC
Solar Cell Sample No. HA33 SC37-3 with Tungsten
Source and with Sunllght,
LIST OF FIGURES
Figure 25:
Figure 26:
Figure 27:
Figure 28:
Figure 29:
Figure 30:
Figure 31:
Figure 32:
Figure 33:
Figure 34:
Comparison of V vs. temperature for GaP Solar
OC
Cells having 0.45 _ response and 0.7 _ response.
Curves of Short Circuit Density vs. Temperature
for both 0.45 _ and 0.7 _ response cells.
Typical Spectral Response curves for (a) intrinsic
type cell having 0.45 _ response (dotted curve)
and (b) extrinsic cell showing 0.7 _ response
(continuous curve). Ordinate is given in terms
of relative response.
E-I curves taken in sunlight for sample NA31 SC34-3
with and without grid. Sample exhibits main spectral
response at 0.45 _. Conversion efficiency increases
from 0.94_ to 1. 1_o with use of grid.
Solar Cell Sample NA31 SC34-3 with grid.
Best current-voltage traces obtained for a 0.45
cell and a 0.7 _ cell. Current, vertical axis,
0.2 ma/cm; voltage, horizontal axis, 0.5 volts/cm
for both traces. Top trace, sample NA32 SC34-5,
represents 0.45 _ cell. Lower trace, sample
NAZ2 SC21-3, represents a 0.7 _cell.
Typical I-V characteristic of fabricated GaP solar
cell, for sample NA44 SC51-3, vertical: current
I, 0.2. rna/cm; horizontal,voltage,V, 0.5 volts/cm.
Negative resistance in forward direction for GaP
(mesa) cell NAZ4 SC13-6. Vertical: Current, I,
0.2 ma/cm. Horizontal: Voltage, V, 1.25 volts/cm.
Representative forward I-V characteristics at 300 ° K
of GaP solar cells.
Sample of plot used for determining minority
carrier diffusion length (from plot, L D = 150 A ).
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Figure 35:
Figure 36:
Figure 37:
Figure 38:
Figure 39:
Figure 40:
LIST OF FIGURES
Plot of I/c 3 vs. voltage for sample NA21 SC19-5.
Experimental arrangement for checking effect
of GaP-GaAs interface.
Open circuit voltage vs. temperature for GaP
solar cells of the intrinsic type. Legend indicates
various cells measured.
V vs. temperature. Comparison of experimental
OC
and calculated curves for silicon, GaAs, GaP solar
cells.
Open Circuit Voltage, V at Z00 ° C. vs. N I ,OC
calculated total ionized impurity concentration.
See text for explanation. Solar cells with 0.45
response; GaP oriented < 100 > direction.
Calculated curve of fraction of solar energy
> Z. Z eV absorbed vs. depth into GaP. See text.
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Figure 3
SC5-4 Extremely ragged interface
with large voids. 500X
Figure 4 
Sample NA-5, AP88-5  
P - N  junction. Magnification - 500x;  
P l aye r  depth - 2 p ,  note ragged junction 
and relatively poor Gap-GaAs interface. 
Sectioned to show 
Figure 5 
AP89-2 10 p Typical bumps grown on < 100 > sur face  
without high temperature  p re t r ea tmen t  with 
phosphorus in hydrogen. 50X. 
Fig. 6 - S C 2 7 - 3 ?  25  p.. nearly bump f r e e  sur face  showing 
effect  of orientation 
Figure  7 - SC32-3 130 i~ Grown a t  874" in 
s teep  temperature  gradient.  
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Figure 8 - SC30-3 95 _ showing relatively small
bumps which may have nucleated after
about half the thickness had been grown.
Compare with SCZ7-3 25 _ in Figure (6).
Fig.  9 - ( a )  SC18-5, 20 p ,  2. 0 x "rounded rectangular"  
bumps, many with f la t  tops. (b)  SC24-5, 57 p ,  5. 1 x 
! I  square  pyramidal" bumps. (c)  SC16-3 50 w ,  1. 9 x 
para l le l  r idges caused by v e r y  heavy te l lur ium doping. 
SC29-3, 
elongated in "A" direct ion caused by zinc doping. 
(d)  
55 w ,  6 x 10l8 (p ) ,  high concentration of bumps 
Fig .  10 - (a) SC26-3, 45 , < 3.  6 x 10l6, overlapping "square 
pyramidal  bumps, 1 O O x .  (b )  SC19-3, 34 U .  6. 2 x peaked 
rounded rectangular  bumps. 1 O O x .  ( c )  SC29-3, 55 u ,  6 x lo '* 
(p) .  Zn doped. well developed "p-type" elongated oval bumps, 
200x. (d)  SC30-3, 9 5  U ,  3. 2 x 10l6 (n)  Zn doped, small peaked 
'Ip-type" rounded rectangular bump, 1OOx. 
Figure  11 SC37-10 Typical Growth on < 111 > A Surface. Edge 370 I.L, 
Center 215 p 
Figure  12 SC37-6 Typical Growth on.I:111 > B Surface. - 95  CL 
Figure  1 3  - SC53-5 Typical Growth on 
(110) surface. 100 p 
Figure  14 - SC53-7 Growth on (111)B surface.  
125 a 
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Figure 15 - SC51-3 Growth on (100) surface
45
Figure 16 - SC51-5 Growth on (110) surface
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Figure 17 - SC51-7 Growth on (lll)B. 40 t_
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Figure 18
Figure 19
SC44-Z
SC44-5
Growth on < 111 > B Surface by H z O transport.
Note < 110 > facets.
/
t
Growth on < 100 > Surface by HzO transport. Sides
heavily etched. Arrow shows direction of gas flow.
Figure  20 SC44-3 Spontaneously cleaved section of G a P  l aye r  grown 
by H,O t ranspor t  on GaAs. Not etched. 500X. 
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Figure  21: Delineated Junction of sample NA26 S C 3 0 - 3 ,  
showing improved junction front; junction 
located . 7 LL below surface; Magnification 500X. 
Figure  22: Lavite Holder fo r  Measuring 
Temperature  Charac t e r i s t i c s  
of Solar Cell. 
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1figure 27: Typical Spectral
Response curves for (a) intrinsic
type cell having 0.45 _ response
(dotted curve) and (b) extrinsic cell
showing 0.7 _ response (continuous
curve). Ordinate is given in terms of
relative response.
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Figure ZS: E-I curves taken in sunlight for sample HA31 SC34-3
wit_ and without grid. Sample exhibits main spectral
response at 0.45 _ . Conversion efficiency increases
from O. 94% to i. 1% with use of grid.
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Figure  29: Solar Cell  Sample NA31 SC34-3 with grid. 
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Figure 30: Best current-voltage traces obtained for a 0.45 _ cell
and a 0.7 _ cell. Current, vertical axis, 0.2 ma/cm;
voltage, horizontal axis, 0. 5 volts/cm for both traces.
Top trace, sample NA32 SC34-5, represents a 0.45
cell. Lower trace, sample NAZ2 SC21-3, represents a
0.7 _ cell.
Figure  31: Typical I-V charac te r i s t ic  of fabr icated 
G a P  Solar Cel l ,  for  sample NA44 SC51-3, 
ver t icakcurren t ,  I, 0 .  2 m a / c m ;  
horizontal, voltage, V, 0. 5 vol ts /cm.  
Figure  32: Negative res i s tance  in fo rward  direction for Gap 
(mesa) c e l l  NA24 SC13-6. Vertical:  Current ,  I, 
0. 2 ma/cm. Horizontal: Voltage, V, 1. 25 volts/cm. 
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Figure 36: Experimental arrangement for checking effect
o_ C_aP-GaAs interface.
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